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ABSTRACT 

Quality of Experience (QoE) is a prototype of human feelings, wishes, impressions and 

motives. Quality of Service (QoS) on the other hand is a technology-based metric that is 

employed to gauge how a network performs at any given time. Latterly, QoE in Next 

Generation Mobile Networks ( GMNs) - mostly referred to as 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) 

networks have continued to attract interest from network researchers, developers and 

designers. This is mainly because QoE on its own comes with a degree of relationship to QoS 

or networkconditions, yet to end users QoE matters much more than QoS. QoS is basically 

about network metrics such as jitter, pack delay and loss . Much as these metrics are critical 

too, they are only a small part of satisfying users, this is because QoE is more related to the 

perception of a service by a mobile user. 

The main challenge that remains is; mobile users always expect their mobile devices to have 

full connectivity and high network performance, if any of this is absent, providers of this 

service do not have sufficient time to wait for these quality complaints from the users to come 

through; instead such users will simply change service providers in the hope of finding a better 

service on another network. This confirms that excellent network metrics can easily mean 

nothing especiall y if users decide to find other service providers. This occurrence pauses two 

challenges; first, mobile users will continue to look for better quality video content streaming 

without breakouts elsewhere, secondly the networks they may keep moving to are bound to 

experience a knock-on effect as far as network resource utilization is concerned, this is mainly 

because of a sudden increase in the number of users accessing the same service at the time. In 

this same period, video streaming also continues to have a significant influence on network 

traffic especially in NGMNs. The major force behind this influence has been satisfaction of 

user experience as far as service delivery is concerned. 

Therefore, it is important that service providers hold a means of continuity in the measurement 

of the QoE since QoE may not only be judged on network speed improvement such as 

deploying advanced technologies. The notion of bridging this gap between QoS and QoE in 

NGMNs has indeed led to significant and successful works being published by network 

researchers. However, much of these systems and mechanisms suggested in these works mainly 

focus on presenting specific technologies. In this thesis, we introduce an independent 

mechanism that is compatible enough with other technologies. The mechanism has the ability 
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to monitor network QoS and at the same time evaluate trends in QoE as far as user perception 

of the service is concerned. We used both subjective lab env ironment simulations and 

a simulated environment using the NETEM simulator. To generate the video streams we used 

the VLC media player, a router and a switch hosted the Network Address Translator (NAT) on 

the subnet and a tool known as Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (DITG) was used to 

emulate TCP bulk traffic . To emulate packet loss, Netem was our tool of choice, which was 

integrated into the Linux iproute2 toolset that we also used forthe queuing disciplines 

required to implement and realize the required behaviour. After this setup, we then ran several 

simulations in order to study the performance of our mechanism. 

According to the results, the mechanism performed as expected and each of the simulations 

resulted in improved quality for the relevant users. It should be noted that, customer 

differentiation presented the most expected results, which was an important aspect to Internet 

Service Providers(ISPs). Thesimulations also showed that the perceived quality of the 

users can be improved without sacrificing the quality of streams belonging to ordinary users. 

The general conclusion from the implementation of these experiments indicated that its 

indeed possible to monitor QoE of the users so as to retain them, this was entirely made 

possible because the mechanism that was implemented can equally keep track and 

evaluate network QoS in terms of video qualityperformance, resource utilization and 

optimization. Thus addressing the major challenges that QoS and QoE pause to NGMNs as 

the number of mobile video streaming users increase for different reasons. 

Keywords: Quality of Service, Quality of Experience, Administrative System, Pe,formance 

Evaluation, Mean Opinion Score. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In the present technological dispersion, it is true that the concepts of Convergence and Next 

Generation Networks (NGNs) are now being widely accepted and embraced by 

telecommunications stakeholders. However, the evolution of NGNs has further meant mobile 

evolution of broadband, wireless and mobile communication technology which has paved the 

way for a new concept known as Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMNs) or commonly 

known as 4th Generation(4G) wireless technology. 40 is the Fourth Generation of technology 

for mobile and other telecommunication equipment. This technology provides multimedia 

services anywhere/anytime globally and also provides other services like GPRS . This is the 

next generation of wireless technology, which has enhanced the data rate and multimedia 

service[!] . The technologies are fully Internet Protocol(IP) based integrated systems and 

networks that own unique IP addresses that are achieved after convergence of wired and 

wireless networks. They provide a data rate between I OOMbps to I Gbps according to the 

environment. They also provide good quality of service (QoS) and secure transmissions to the 

user. 40 is based on 1Pv6 and uses the same bandwidth (5-20 MHz) as 30, but gives a high 

data rate of 20Mbs or more. It only uses packet switching. The advantages of 40 technology 

are that it has a higher data rate than 30[ l]. It is an 1Pv6 based network and supports multimedia 

anywhere at low transmission costs than 3G. It is more secure and reliable than 30. This 

network uses only packet based switching. The disadvantages of 40 technology are that 

equipment required to implement this technology is still very expensive. Globally, there are 

still some areas which do not have access to 4G . The other disadvantage is that 4G compatible 
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phones are more expensive than 3G phones[l ]. Due to the fact that NGMNs base their services 

on mobile internet and multimedia streaming [2-4], mobile internet further means increased 

capability of mobile devices and applications to process information, store information, display 

images and stream video content, among other functionalities. User generated video is one of 

these applications, such as Hulu, You-tube, Netflix. among others. For instance, according to 

[5] , an individual would require 5 million years to be in position to watch all the video content 

that will cross IP networks every month in 2019. This fact uncovers the growing concern on 

the video quality(QoS) concept as far as the end user's experience(QoE) is concerned. This is 

in terms of the degree to which, when and how the latter becomes quality conscious[4]. The 

authors in [6] found out that a user would normally share their bad experience of service with 

other 13 prospective or potential users. This brings serious challenges to network developers 

and application designers with regard to retaining these users since they will simply change 

service providers in the hope of finding a better service on another network. In tum, if there's 

a migration of users onto other networks, there's bound to be a knock-on effect on the network 

infrastructure and resources of the network these users may have identified. For example, Wi

Fi hotspots . 

ITU-T in [7] defined QoE as: "the overall acceptability of an application or service, as 

perceived subjectively by the end-user." But we need to note that JTU-T also acknowledges 

the following statements in relation to QoE. 

■ "QoE implies the overall end-to-end effects on a given system, such as terminals, 

networks, clients, services infrastructure, etc." 

■ "QoE can be the general acceptability of a service that can be influenced by 

expectations and context of use from a user 's point of view. 
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The main observation here though is, ITU-T fails to indicate the detailed meaning of "context" 

and how "user expectations" are to be measured. 

Furthermore, QoS can be seen as the process a network provider implements to deliver a 

satisfactory service with an assured level of service. It is mainly measured using jitter, packet 

loss, and throughput and delay parameters. Thus, if we are to compare the definitions of QoE 

and QoS, the latter is mainly network centric as far as achieving service quality is concerned 

while the former solely focuses on the user in achieving the same service quality. 

Therefore, this work seeks to bridge the gap between QoS and QoE by addressing the main 

challenges in NGMNs that directly impact on QoE of users with regard to video streaming 

applications in these networks. In the process, both subjective and objective experiments are 

conducted to assess the quality of video streaming in NGMNs in the eyes of the User. The work 

ultimately intends to contribute to the service quality improvement of video streaming and 

network resource optimization in future Next Generation Mobile Networks and beyond. To 

achieve this, we presented a mechanism that monitors, controls, manages and evaluates QoE 

without affecting network QoS. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The ever increasing portion of total internet traffic in audio and video multimedia services 

demands the availability of fast, efficient and cheap mobile connectivity. The need to meet the 

higher prospects of users and their necessities for economical mobile connectivity, reliable and 

efficient communication and access of any service across various operator domains all pose 

severe challenges to mobile operators. The capability of mobile devices for streaming the high 

definition content, poses another challenge for mobile service providers[8]; this is entirely 

because consumers have now become familiarized with additional service demand of resources 

and better quality services. 
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The major challenge for QoS and QoE frameworks therefore is to provide traffic control 

mechanisms based on the estimation, subscription and differentiation amongst application 

based traffic. Other challenges that have not efficiently been addressed for these networks to 

enjoy the envisaged success include: 1) End-to-end QoS; 2) Energy efficiency; 3) Resource 

allocation; 4) Mobility management; 5) Intelligent billing and 6) Call admission control. In our 

work though, we focus mainly on QoS in terms of its relationship and implications to QoE as 

a way of making sure the user has the best experience when connected through NGMNs. 

The rapid growth of content data distribution over the internet has greatly reduced the global 

traffic over the internet. This has allowed network service providers to create workable 

business through the use of innovative streaming methods. The internet network provides the 

solution for data delivery and end-to-end system methods to address and achieve a high level 

of network QoE and services. The increasing infrastructure demands on the base station, Wi

Fi hot spots and delivering of video over HTTP makes it difficult to distinguish it from other 

web traffic. Failing to keep acceptable QoS standards may affect user expectations of the 

availability of fast, efficient but cheap mobile connectivity. In order to handle the different 

types of applications in the network as a way of improving the service quality in video and 

voice transmission, there has to be proper and efficient resource and traffic management. For 

this to be possible; there must be a mechanism to manage the resources and also handle the 

traffic in the most efficient way possible within the network[9]. 

In this thesis, we mainly concentrated our efforts on bridging the gap between QoS and QoE 

by implementing an independent mechanism compatible enough with other technologies, and 

also have the ability to monitor network QoS. At the same time, we should be able to evaluate 

trends in QoE as far as user perception of the service is concerned. While designing the 

mechanism, the following areas will also be put into consideration: 
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■ Identification of all media flows; 

■ QoE differentiation and prioritization based on application types, classes of service 

subscriptions; 

■ QoE expectations. 

Thus. the independent QoE monitoring and evaluation mechanism presented in this work has 

a high degree of quality of experience consideration by placing the user at the center. Therefore, 

it aids in providing the sati sfactory connection between the user and network conditions. It also 

provides the information to the consumers with proper satisfaction during the network 

management process in a real time environment. 

1.3 Research Goal 

The main goal of thi s research work is to formulate, des ign and implement an independent user 

centered QoE and QoS monitoring system with an evaluation mechanism fo r video streaming 

m GMNs .. 

1.4 Research questions I NWu 
llBRARy

1 

The fo llowing Research Questions (RQ) will be used to realize the research objectives as 

outlined in section 1.5. 

RQl: To what extent have network developers, network operators, researchers and 

manufacturers addressed the challenges of video streaming over the latest advancement in 

communication technology such as Next Generation Mobile Networks? 

RQ2: Should end-user based studies on QoE always be conducted m " living lab" 

environments? 

RQ3: How can QoS objective metrics be linked and related to QoE subjecti ve metrics as 

a way of achieving network performance and user sati sfacti on? 
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RQ4: Is it possible to design and implement an independent mechanism for network 

developers to be able to monitor and evaluate a network using application quality 

degradation statistics from user feedback? 

1.5 Research Objectives 

In order to achieve the main goal of the research presented in Section 1.3, we shall employ the 

followi ng research objectives (RO). 

ROl: Analyze and review the extent to which the challenges of video streaming QoS and 

QoE in NGMNs have been addressed. 

R02: Carry out an investigation to establish whether QoE assessment and measurement 

approaches should be conducted within ' living lab' environements. 

R03: Evaluate and present a correlation between objective QoS and Subjective QoE 

mechanisms 

R04: Formulate, design and implement an independent QoE mechanism to administer, 

evaluate, monitor and provide network developers with application quality degradation 

statistics. 

1.6 Research Limitations 

The quality limitations of the mechanism in Section l .5-(R04) that may impact on the overall 

performance of the system include the following: 

a) The QoE mechani sm has a limitation related to a specific video data traffic path. The 

system has specified anonymous senders, so data tracking is difficult. It also involves 

the limiting of several recognizable incurs ions of access controls within a video stream. 

b) The policy of video and data streaming has inflow of the data streaming for specific 

interruptions to the whole traffic sharing of bandwidth. This data flow has the limitation 
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about the data bit rate and signal to noise ratio. The precluding of the continuous data 

flow has particular data flow features that are persistent and similar to network 

dynamics that may limit the total signal flow. 

c) The issue about the implementation of the mechani sm is data and quality compensation. 

If the network system is not capable of providing sufficient resources to meet the 

customer demands then the users should be compensated. 

1.7 Research Contribution 

QoE involves bringing together user experience, expectations, emotions and perceptions onto 

an application and the performance of a network (expressed by QoS parameters). Quantifiable 

links between QoS and QoE are of paramount importance for the implementation of QoE 

control management systems with quantifiable QoS parameters. Therefore, the mechanism 

presented here in our work can be used by a service provider to manage and monitor the QoE 

of au er and be in position to effectively respond to complaints of video degradation during a 

streaming session. Figure 1.1 shows a conceptual view of the mechanism implemented in our 

work. This mechanism can be located on any layer of the TCP/IP model , for example at the 

network layer on routers and access points or on the application layer where you can find a 

user workstation. 
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The main contributions of this research can be grouped in the following ways: 

■ Monitoring network QoS and QoE. The mechanism has the ability of gathering the 

necessary network data and use this data to monitor the network or a user application 

and be able to take measures where it is deemed necessary. In Figure I. I , the variables 

act as the main input to the mechanism. The same variable can also be used to highlight 

network conditions in terms of performance. For instance, the sizes of queues at the 

router and load of traffic. On the other hand, the performance of the application in the 

network can be monitored (for example, QoE, data rates and delays). 

• Network traffic management. The mechanism addresses the main challenges in 

network traffic management, prioritization, differentiation and resource optimization 

based mainly on QoE evaluation . 

■ Network convergence. The mechanism also supports the convergence in networks with 

a variety of infrastructure models of access, transport, and control service solutions to 

cater for services in a multimedia environment. 

Over all, the mechanism makes it possible for network operators to pay more attention 

to their users as far as QoE is concerned. 

• User expectations. The mechanism that's presented adheres to the vanous user 

requirements to realize reliable, cost effective and efficient way of communication 

albeit geographic constraints. 

• Network performance. To achieve the desired network performance, the mechanism 

has the abi lity to: 

1. Reduce compression of data to achieve efficient delivery of data packets minus 

a drop in quality; 

11. Minimize network data packet loss; 

111. Improve on privacy and minimize latencies in data transfer; 
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1v. Manage and administer data interoperability and security; 

v. Optimize the connection and handover setup ; 

v1. Reduce the handover and connection setup; 

v11. Minimize video streaming resolution pitfall s as a way of increasing the user 

data rate to realize the desired network experience. 

1.7.1 Publications. 

• Francis L Lugayizi, Naison Gase/a, Esiefarienrhe Bukohwo Michael "Performance 

Evaluation of OSPF and EIGRP Routing Protocols for Video Streaming over Next 

Generation Networks", Published in Advances in Computer Science Journal, 

Volume 4, Issue 5, September 2015. 

• Evaluation of Video Transmission Quality of Service over Next Generation 

Networks. By: Francis L Lugayizi and Obeten Ekabua, proceedings of the I I th 

International Conference on Wireless Networks (ICWN'l2: July 16- 19, 20 12 Las 

Vegas, USA). 

1.8 Thesis outline 

The rest of this thesis is organized as fo llows. Chapters 2 presents the various challenges that 

NGMNs experience, it is also in this chapter that RQl , RQ2, RO3 and RO! , RO2, RO3 

respectively were all addressed. Chapter 3 introduces the various concepts behind the data 

modelling and design of the mechanism mentioned in RO4. The chapter begins by introducing 

the research methodologies that exist to execute scientific research. It then introduces the 

methodology that was used in this thesis. The ultimate research contribution of thi s work is 

presented in detail in Chapter 4. This chapter introduces the various steps that were taken to 

implement the prototype mechanism presented in chapter 3 along with the various simulations 

that were carried out. The chapter also introduces the evaluation set up that was used to assess 
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the prototype mechanism implemented. RQ4 is answered in this chapter and hence achieving 

R04. Chapter 5 presents the results from Chapter 4 and then gives a full discussion and 

analysis of these results. The concluding thesis remarks, re-echoing of the research 

contributions and future work is then presented in Chapter 6. Cited references and appendix 

are then attached. 
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CHAPTER2 

RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter firstly presents an extensive review of the theoretical background and the basic 

concepts surrounding the evolution of NGMNs, QoS and QoE in these networks which 

basically form the backbone of this thesis. Then an analysis of the various challenges video 

streaming experiences follows. After that, the chapter then covers state-of-the-art works of 

other authors done in the area of NGMNs, video streaming QoS and QoE evaluation and 

measurement. The chapter also presents a detailed analysis on how QoE is implemented and 

improved, in order to achieve this, a comparison between QoE in the technical approach and 

QoE in the user centric approach is done. The chapter concludes by presenting the answers to 

RQ3 in order to achieve R03 of this thesis. 

2.2 NGMNs Theoretical Background 

Next Generation Mobile Networks are a brain child of the 3rd Generation Partnership (3GPP). 

This partnership was launched in 1998 as a way of introducing technical specifications and 

reports for 3rd Generation (3G) mobile systems that evolved from GSM core networks[ 10] . 

Figure2. l shows the various 3GPP standards and how they have evolved over the years. 
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As seen in Figure 2-1, LTE was 3GPP's release 8 and remains one of its new releases; this 

explains why LTE is always referred to whenever Next Generation Mobile Networks are being 

discussed. In LTE, cell-edger uses enjoy satisfactory data rates. For example LTE can support 

300 Mbps of downlink and uplink of75 Mbps plus a delay of less than 5ms[l 2]. With the latest 

LTE-Advanced (3GPP Release I 0) peak data rates can reach I Gbps. The deployment of LTE 

networks is still ongoing and according to [10) it is estimated that there 175 LTE networks with 

slightly over 90 million subscribers. If LTE is to be compared to 30 networks such as High 

Speed Packet Access (HSPA), LTE supports high spectral efficiencies and flexible system 

bandwidth. In comparison with Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), 

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is the backbone of down-link access 

in LTE since it provides orthogonal access to many users in a given ce11[13]. Up-link access 

on the other hand bases it operations on single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC

FDMA) when users are assigned a single virtual subscriber as a way of compensating for the 

variations in power of the transmitted signal. These variations normally originate from multi

carrier transmissions[ 10). This generally turns out to be an advantage to battery-powered 

devices during this uplink. 
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As illustrated in Figure2-2, the backbone components of access in the LTE network 

architecture are mainly the base station (eNodeB) and user equipment (UE). In a mobile cell, 

eNodeB mainly takes care of radio resource management (RRM)[l5]. Further on, RRM in 

divided into two functional categories; dynamic resource allocation and scheduling executed 

on a millisecond (ms) criteria and then the other category is static (admission control and QoS 

management) mainly executed during the setup phase of the data transmission. 

LTE's main goals in design remain lower delays, user-centric bit rates, increased spectrum 

efficiency, operational simplicity and lower cost[16]. MIMO and OFDM are the technologies 

that have greatly improved data rates in LTE. If thi s is to be compared to 3G HSPA, L TE uses 

OFDM mainly because this technology makes it possible to accommodate a wide variety of 

users and combining the latter with MIMO brings added advantages[l7]. 

2.3 Challenges in Next Generation Mobile Networks 

This section discusses the challenges in NGMNs. Research in these areas is ongoing and they 

have not efficiently been addressed for these networks to enjoy the envisaged success. The 

major challenges to this regard include: 1) End-to-end QoS; 2) Energy efficiency; 3) Resource 

allocation; 4) Mobility management; 5) Intelligent billing and 6) Call admission control. In our 

work though, we focus mainly on QoS in terms of its relationship and implications to QoE as 

a way of making sure the user has the best experience when connected through NGMNs. 

2.3.1 QoS 

Next Generation Mobile Networks (Wi-Fi, WiMAX and 4G-LTE) are multi-career networks 

with many different back-bone and access technologies. Because of thi s aspect, network 

providers experience a challenge in delivering the expected end-to-end QoS to users. This can 

negatively affect a user 's experience of a particular service. It is for this reason that there is 

still a demand for more solutions that will be implemented to guarantee user application end-
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to-end QoS in the mobile networks domain. Another aspect that complicates this QoS 

challenge is that NGMNs have the ability to classify the quality of applications basing on the 

user or the application itself. For example, applications such as video conferencing and video 

streaming always need more resources compared to other applications. This observation 

among others has led researchers to come up with various models to try and implement 

efficient end-to-end QoS [ 18]. As networks have evolved, it has been observed that in 

homogenous networks calls normally move from one cell to another cell with the same radio 

access technology. Coming to the heterogeneous nature of NGMNs, the same call can easily 

move from a single network to a totally different network with different access technology. 

This might seem an advantageous functionality but it comes with challenges as far as 

implementing end-to-end QoS since the user has no knowledge of this shift from one network 

to another. This can easily translate into negative QoE and in the long run a network provider 

can lose customers. Thus NGMNs still need mechanisms to close this gap between 

implementing QoS and QoE while focusing on the user and their applications . 

2.3.2 Mobility Management and Seamless Connectivity. 

Akyildiz et al in [ 15] made an observation that base stations always fail to support users 

switching base stations in the event that other base stations have weak signals to support 

current user sessions. Mobility management is the process of managing this migration from 

poorly performing base stations to others in the hope of better services. The ability of the base 

stations to transfer sessions to other base stations is referred to as handover. In NGMNs, this 

handover process turns out to be a challenging and complex task mainly because of the 

difference in the radio access technologies and cores of a network. Different researches have 

emphasized and recommended that in mobility, the handovers from different cells should be 

properly handled to maintain the desired QoS[ I 5, 16]. 
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2.3.3 Energy Efficiency. 

The research community in computer networks continues to have interest in energy efficient 

network modeling. The authors in [ 17] state that in mobile networks, almost all networking 

equipment operate on limited battery power. Yet the heterogeneous nature of NGMNs requires 

much more energy compared to the traditional networks. The first challenge of thi s is that 

video streaming applications and other multimedia applications require more energy compared 

to their counterparts such as voice and data applications. Secondly, NGMNs do in volve a lot 

of switching from one network to another and this process consumes a lot of energy. These 

challenges are being addressed at different levels in wireless networks, such as at the 

application, network and device levels. In order to strike a balance between QoS and energy 

efficiency, more work needs to be done because these two resources remain critical in 

NGMNs. 

2.3.4 Call Admission Control (CAC) 

The sole purpose of CAC is the reduction of the dropping probability at which connection of 

handover and new calls are take place in NGMNs. Dropping probability is the quantity of 

connection requests that are dropped by CAC in relationship to the total network requests. In 

a network scenario where congestion exists, calls are either delayed, rejected or accepted. A 

sub-system in CAC is mainly tasked with this decision. Incoming traffic in NGMNs is either 

real time in nature such as voice and video or non-real time for example, texts and images 

[19]. CAC therefore plays a big role in managing the main factors that may influence the 

performance of real time applications, these mainly include; p_.acket loss, jitter and delay. 

2.3.5 Resource Allocation 

In NGMNs, upon a call being accepted, it has to be allocated the appropriate network resources 

to perform as expected. The allocation of the required resources such as bandwidth mainly 
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depends on the application in question (video, voice or data). Research is ongoing in designing 

resource allocation schemes as presented in [20-22]. 

2.3.6 Intelligent Billing and Cost. 

GMNs dictate that all applications m these networks can access different services and 

various resources far away from their own service providers. This fact necessitates network 

providers to have in place billing and customer relationship systems to make it possible to 

accommodate newer technologies as NGMNs continue to evolve technologically. Users 

should be in position to get billed for services they use regardless of their network service 

provider. However, service providers continue to work on expanding the existing systems in 

order to deliver flexibility in customized billing [23]. This too remains a challenging task on 

its own. Cost is another concern that comes along with billing. Prior to migrating to other 

networks, users may have been taking advantage of low service costs but as soon they move 

to other networks, the same might not happen. This is yet another challenge that various 

researchers are putting their heads together to strike equilibrium of service costing without 

affecting the QoS and the users at large[24] . 

2.3.7 Security and Fraud Management: 

The architecture of NGMNs is vulnerable to organized crime groups and hackers. This is 

mainly because there is easy access to information, services and resources as well as identity 

theft. The biggest point of entry of these attacks is at the IP layer. Data on this layer moves in 

form of packets, this makes it possible for attackers to mark these packets with "borrowed" IP 

addresses that make it possible for restricted users to pretend to be the legitimate users. As the 

authors in [25] indicated, the hackers misuse the network services and end up benefiting more 

than the authorized users of a service who may be unaware of such an act and only find out 

when paying their bills. Y ongsuk in [26] carried out a survey that indicated that the threats 
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discussed in this section cause service delivery interruptions, thus he ended up recommending 

that network and service providers have a responsibility of protecting their networks against 

different kinds of threats while providing end-to-end user security when they access their 

services. It is on this basis that there is still more work and innovation needed to guarantee the 

security of NGMN applications and the users of these applications. 

2.4 Video Streaming in NGMNs 

Lately, multimedia service applications have become an absolutely necessary characteristic 

as far as networking is concerned. This is entirely backed up by the amount of video and audio 

content that pops up hour by hour on the World Wide Web. Because of this development, a 

variety of systems continue to be designed to handle these media applications. For example, 

Video on Demand (VoD), Internet Television (IPTV), Video conferencing, Internet Protocol 

Telephony, to mention but a few. 

Multimedia networking is defined by a set of hardware and software infrastructure that support 

multimedia streams on network so that users can communicate effectively. Using IP based 

network as a communication infrastructure is not a trivial task. Many problems arise when 

delivering multimedia data over IP. 

Firstly, multimedia applications need a lot of bandwidth unlike the traditional text-based 

applications. A regular uncompressed video movie with a I minute length period, with a 

temporal and spatial resolution of 25 images per second, and 320 x 240 pixels respectively 

requires 330Mb and about 46 Mbps(Megabits per second) bandwidth for real-time 

transmission. As a consequence, audio-visual compression is vital for transporting such media 

on networking environments. This compression process leads to new problems that we expose 

later. 
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Secondly, a greater number of multimedia applications demand movement of data in a real

time fashion. Thus, video and audio data of these applications has to be played back in a steady 

or unbroken fashion along with the rate of sampling. Any fai lure of this data to arrive on time 

as expected, will lead to the play back process of the video being halted. However, buffering 

some parts of this data on the receiver can reduce this problem, however, the latency remains 

a challenge. For example, with IP telephony, one can tolerate an end-to-end transmission delay 

of about 250 milliseconds. If the latency exceeds the limit, there wi ll be poor quality in the 

sound and an echoes will be encountered. In addition to high bandwidth and low latency, 

network congestion has more serious effects on real -time traffic. If the network is congested, 

the transfer takes longer to complete and real-time data becomes obsolete and unused if it 

doesn't arrive at the expected time. 

Thirdly, the compression process wi ll transform the traffic characteri stic of audio video data 

stream from CBR (Constant Bit Rate) to VBR (Variable Bit Rate). For most multimedia 

applications, the receiver ha a limited buffer. Smoothing the data can reduce the burstiness 

problem of multimedia traffic. If bursty traffic is sent, the application's buffer may easily 

overflow or underflow. The application will easily lose data if the data arrives too fast since 

the buffer easily overflows. This can result into poor quality video reception. On the other 

hand, if the same data arrives too slowly, the application can easily "be starved" because of 

the underflow of its buffer. 

Lastly, since the Internet has millions of users using the network at a given time, a fairness 

problem in bandwidth share arises. 

owadays, sharing of video is at the top of the various ways of entertainment and knowledge 

searches. To share a video effectively, video data has to be firstl y stored and then transported 

over a channel of communication. However, the transp9rtation of raw video over 
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communication channels is a challenge since raw video carries a large amount of data. Even 

if this raw video was to be stored, it would require one to have a significant amount of storage 

space on their dev ice to store the raw video data. Camera footages are one source of redundant 

video data. The reduction of this redundancy in the raw video is required without 

compromising the quality of the video itself. This is where video compression comes into the 

picture, to reduce the redundant data by considering the quality of the video[27]. 

2.4.1 Video Models 

Video models are the various ways that video is transmitted from its source to where the video 

is to be consumed. Below are the most common models that are used. 

a) Real time (RT) Streaming video model 

Real time (RT) streaming is a video model which is mostly used in mobile TV or real-time 

streaming services which use protocols such as real time streaming protocol (RTSP), real 

time messaging protocol (RTMP), and Microsoft media service (MMS) [28]. Upon reception 

of an initial request from the client to the server, the server then sends out one video frame at 

a time with equal time interval. If the video is encoded with 25 frames per second (FPS), then 

the server sends one video frame after every 40ms. Here, the server initiates the conversation 

with the client. Then, there are two separate communication channels set up in between them 

for data and control messages. The control messages include the commands like ' play', 

'pause', 'stop' and 'seek ' [28]. 

b) Hyper Text Transfer Protocol(HTTP) Streaming video model 

Video contents are delivered over hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) in this video model. 

This is also called as progress ive download. HTTP streaming is the most popular video 
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algorithm used in cellular networks with over 98% of total video services [29]. This is due to 

the popularity of YouTube, which supports progressive download to watch video online. 

A video file is not considered as real time streaming anymore; rather it is downloaded from a 

web server. The video is temporarily buffered at the local computer or mobile device. The 

media player can start playing the video as soon as some seconds of video data is available at 

the local buffer, which is configured by the video server. A user can view the video again and 

again within the same user session without downloading it again[28]. 

In case of HTTP streaming, the video file is segmented at the server. The media player at the 

client first downloads the manifest file, which contains the information about the URLs of all 

the avai lable media segments. The media segments are much smaller than the actual media 

file and contain around 10s of media data. The duration of the media data per media segment 

is described in the manifest file . The media player then downloads all the media segments one 

after another using HTTP. Those received media segments are concatenated at the play-out 

buffer of the client. HTTP streaming is more robust towards the radio channel variations. It is 

possible to watch 500 kbps encoded video in a 256 kbps connection, which is otherwise not 

possible in case of the RT streaming. It is obvious in this case that it will take a longer time to 

download the fi le and viewer wi ll also experience frequent interruption during the video 

session. However, buffered data in case of HTTP streaming helps to overcome the above 

problem, if the period of low bandwidth is temporary. Progressive download possibly uses 

either chunk based video model or full file download based video model or throttling based 

video model or some variations of these three models. 
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c) Chunk based video model 

In the chunk based video model, the server sends a chunk of data, consisting of many 

video frames, in response to a request from the client instead of sending these frame by 

frame at a regular interval. 
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Figure 2-3 A video model based on chunks[30] 
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The concept of the chunk based video model is shown in Figure 2-3. First, the client sends 

one request to download the video file to the server via TCP. The client waits for some time 

before playing the video so that it can buffer the manifest file and also some seconds of media 

data. This initial waiting period is the pre-buffering time. Refill of the buffer is requested when 

the data in the local play-out buffer at the client goes below a minimum buffer level. It may 

happen that the local buffer at the client becomes empty during the video session and the client 

experiences a frozen image. This situation is called frame freeze. Re-buffering is needed 

before the client again starts watching the video. The time taken for re- buffering is called as 

re-buffering time. Too many frame freezes during the video session may cause the user to stop 

watching the video and leave the system. 

The minimum buffer level is configured by the pre buffering time and the buffer multiplier. 

The buffer multiplier is assigned by the video server. Multiplication of the e two parameters 

gives the minimum buffer level in video play-out seconds. For example, 1 second of the pre 

buffering time and the buffer multiplier as 3 gives 3 seconds of video play-out seconds as the 

minimum buffer level. If the video file is encoded with l Mbps, then the minimum buffer 

level is 3 Mb. 

In the chunk based video model , server uses frame bundling to form a chunk of data. The 

server bundles a number of video frames into a media segment. where each bundle consists 

of a numb~r of consecutive video frames. The client finds out about bundle structure from the 

information in the manifest file. The server then sends one bundle of data for each request 

from the client. 

The server can configure different bitrates for each bundle, which gives the client opportunity 

to improve or degrade the video quality in one session. This rate adaptation has proven to be 

beneficial in current cellular technology, where radio link quality changes continuously. 
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d) Full file download (FFD) based video model 

The concept of FFD is shown in the Figure2-4 with the line marked in red. In case of FFD. 

first the client sends one request to download the video file to the server and the whole 

video file is downloaded via TCP. The client then waits for pre buffering time to expire 

before starting to play the video so that it can buffer manifest file and some seconds of media 

data. In Figure 2-4, play out starts at tl and the client completes downloading the whole video 

file at t2. 
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e) Throttling based video model 

The concept of the throttling based video model is also shown in Figure 2-4 with the line 

marked in blue. For the throttling based video model , the client sends only one request to 

download the whole video as in case of FFD download. However, the server sends it in the 

beginning at 3 times higher bitrate than the actual video bit rate. After some time, the video 

server decreases the sending rate to 1.5 times higher in comparison to the actual bitrate. In 

Figure 2-4, change of bitrate occurs at t2 and the video file completes download at t3. 

2.4.2 User Abandonment 

A viewer abandons watching a video on a mobile device when the video either has boring and 

unorganized content, poor quality or frequent frame freeze due to poor received signal power. 

Visible Measures carried out an on line research and found, 20% of the audiences abandon the 

video within first IO sec. of playback and 60% of the audiences stop watching the video within 

first 120 sec., as shown in Figure 2-5[31]. 
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2.4.3 Video Compression 

Compressing a video involves using mathematics based algorithms and theories to compress 

raw video to low bit rates. Compressing a video remains a key procedure for almost all video 

applications, for example, digital television, mobile TV, DVD video and internet video 

streaming [32]. The compression of video can either be lossless or lossy. Compression of a 

video in a lossless form makes it possible to secure all the information during the compression 

process. This therefore means that there's a possibility of getting back the original raw video 

data from the compressed video. When this is put into practice, the reduced data is actually 

less. Thus , the quality of a video can be well maintained using lossless compression [33]. 

However, when it comes to video streaming, lossless video compression can't be used since 

the compressed video data remains large. 

In lossy compression on the contrary and as the name indicates is information that is lost with 

no possibility of recovery[34]. Obviously, the size of the video is reduced and the quality of 

video is degraded too. This technique is predominantly used for video streaming services. 

Even though the quality of the video is lost it is still perceivable. Therefore, video compression 

should be done at an optimum level while simultaneously considering the video quality. 

2.4.4 Video Format 

The video format consists of two distinct technology concepts: Video Codec and Video 

Container. 

a) Video Codec 

The video compression process involves a complementary pair of systems, a compressor 

(encoder), which converts the source video into compressed form before the transmission 

or storage and a decompressor (decoder) which converts the compressed data back to the 

original data. The encoder-decoder pair is referred to as CODEC. Video codecs are software 
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programs that compress a raw video into a compressed video of smaller data size in a way 

that the compressed video must play on the computer, since raw or uncompressed data 

requires a large bit rate, approximately 216 MB per second[32]. Video codecs can only 

compress a video, similarly audio codecs are used for audio files and played along with video 

files . Different types of codes are available to compress raw video and the selection of 

video codec depends on various factors such as size of video, type of video streaming and 

type of application[35] . There are many video codes avai lable for video compression 

nowadays, some of them are MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-3, MPEG-4, H.264, and Vorbis. 

Among all available video codes H.264 is the most widely used codec. The main features of 

this codec include, providing better video quality at lower bit- rates, fast encoding speed 

and other advanced features that make H.264/AVC better than its counterparts[32]. 

b) Video Container 

A video container describes the format in which a video has been compressed and stored [36]. 

Examples of such formats include: .avi, .mp4, .mov, and .asf.• 

c) H.264/AVC Codec 

H.264 is a method and format for video compression. It was developed based on the concepts 

of earlier standards such as MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 Visual and provides better compression 

efficiency[32]. H.264 has the ability to compress video and retain the quality and also it is 

more flexible as far as transporting and storing of videos is concerned. Another aspect of 

H.264 is its ability to compress a significant variety of app lications ranging from applications 

with low bit rates to those with high definition broadcast services. 
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2.4.5 Video Downloading vs. Video Streaming 

There have been significant research efforts in delivering multimedia content over IP 

networks. IdeaJly, multimedia content such as video and audio are streamed from the server 

to the client in response to a client request. The client plays the incoming multimedia stream 

in real time as the data is received. The sections that fo llow review the most important 

techniques for delivering multimedia content to users. 

a) Video downloading technique 

The video downloading technique allows delivering video content through a download 

process. This technique is called video downloading to discern that the downloaded file is a 

video and not a generic file. The download is achieved using common protocols like FTP and 

HTTP. There are many peer-to-peer systems that exist to share video between communities, 

examples are Kazaa [37], gnutella [38], iMesh [39], and eDonkey [40]. The video file is very 

large and needs to be downloaded entirely before viewing the video. This technique requires 

patience from the viewer and also reduces flexibi lity since neither the quality nor the content 

can be checked before the end of the download. 

The main constraint of the video download approach is related to the size of the video file. 

Since a video is a very large file, the download could take a long time and large storage space. 

b) Video streaming techniques 

The video streaming techniques enable simultaneous delivering and playback of the video. 

This technique overcomes the problems of video delivery via file download. It provides 

considerable additional features. The principle is as follows. The video is divided into units. 

Each unit is transmitted over the network. The receiver collects the units, reconstructs the 

video and begins the decoding. The playback begins without having to wait for the entire 
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video to be delivered. In general, there are short delays (5 - 15 seconds) between the start of 

the delivery and the beginning of the playback at the client. This delay, namely pre-roll delay, 

determines also the buffer size for storing the received units. 

The advantages of video streaming are considerable. First, it is not necessary to wait for a long 

delay before viewing the video. A low storage space is required to store the portions of video 

to view. These two benefits are determined by the duration of the pre-roll delay. 

Many applications are based on video streaming techniques such as Video on Demand (VoD), 

video conferencing and peer-to-peer video streaming. We discuss a few of them in the 

following sections. 

• Video on Demand Streaming 

Video on Demand (VoD) streaming enables the distribution of live and recorded audio and 

video streams across LANs, intranets and the internet after a client request. The client contacts 

the video server and requests the appropriate stream. Many VoD applications are available 

such as Microsoft Netshow, RealVideo of Real Networks, Stream Works of Xing Technology, 

VDOLive of VDONet, Vosaic, Cisco Precept and PictureTel of Starlight Networks. 

• Video Conferencing 

Video conferencing is an application that uses video to join people in some live interaction. 

Videoconferencing makes possible interactive meetings with individuals who may be in other 

countries. The video is delivered to all the participants in real-time. Much as video 

conferencing comes with its advantages, it is expensive since it requires fixed reception and 

delivery deployments. The high consumption of bandwidth leads to high transmission costs. 
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• Peer-to-peer Video Streaming 

In peer-to-peer computing, every peer becomes a server and a client at the same time. 

Therefore, playback of multimedia content by any user is shared by other peers. Basically, 

this sharing happens in the 'open-after-downloading' mode, while peer-to-peer video 

streaming uses the 'play-while-downloading' mode. One of the advantages of peer-to-peer 

video streaming is that peers have direct connection to other peers which makes it impossible 

to communicate via mediating servers. 

A lot of research has been done to address the challenge of efficient multimedia streaming. 

Both live and on demand peer-to-peer video streaming. Video delivery can be in a multicast 

[41), [42) model or on demand as presented in [43]and [44).; Peer to peer layered video is 

also experienced in the work presented in [ 45). 

2.4.6 Types of Video Streaming 

Nowadays different types of video streaming applications are in use. Some of them are point

to-point communication, broadcast communication and multic.ast communication. All these 

video streaming applications are mostly dependent on two video streaming types. live video 

streaming and VoD, which is a process of real time transmission of a video over Tnternet[46]. 

The streamed video file can be viewed on smart phones, mobiles and personal computers. The 

video application is mainly used in live sports broadcasting. 

VoD video streaming process is the opposite to the previous type. In this video streaming, the 

selected video file is played whenever the viewer wishes to watch the video. In this type of 

streaming, one-to-many viewers can view the same or different video[47]. This process is 

mainly observed in video streaming websites like YouTube, Hulu and DailyMotion. 
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2.4. 7 Video Streaming Protocols 

There are quite a number of protocols that make it possible for media streaming to take place. 

The main ones include: 

• Session Description Protocol (SDP); 

• Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP); 

• Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP); 

• Real Data Transport (RDT); 

• Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) ; 

• Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)[ 48]. 

Any of the above protocols is used depending on a particular type of application at a particular 

point in time. 

The other determining factor on the choice of protocol is the requirements of a particular 

service. The video streaming protocols are either UDP or TCP based. UDP is the preferred 

base protocol over TCP for video streaming. This is mainly because UDP has the ability to 

send packet using a constant bit rate and never gets concerned with lost packets in a network. 

TCP on the other hand is also a base protocol being used in video streaming. This is mainly 

because it has retransmission capabilities, congestion control and flow control [ 49]. However, 

TCP comes with a downside of delay because of the retransmission of lost data, something 

UDP does not accommodate. 

2.4.8 Assessment of Videos 

There are mainly two types of methods for video quality assessment. These are objective and 

subjective assessment. 
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a) Objective Assessment. 

The objective video quality assessment method is based on mathematical models and fast 

algorithms that produce the results approximately equal to the subjective video quality 

assessment does not involve any human grading. It is a software program designed to deliver 

results based on error signal ratio of the original and processed video. The most popular 

objective methods are: 

• Mean Squared Error (MSE); 

• Perceptual Evaluation of Video Quality (PEVQ); 

• Peak Signal -to- Noise Ratio (PS R) [50, 51 ]. 

This method has two categories, i.e., referred to as Full-Reference (FR) and Reduced

Reference (RR) video quality metrics[51]. Objective data includes measurements of the 

communication processes and tasks outcomes [52]. PSNR and MSE are ctmently the most 

widely used metrics for quality evaluation of video compression techniques. The simplicity 

of the formulas for PSNR and MSE metrics, (fommlas 2.1 and 2.2 respectively) alongside the 

low computation time they need give to these metrics their popularity. Further on, minimizing 

MSE is a well understood and interpreted technique from a mathematical point of view [53] . 

2 2 
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Where X and Y are two monochrome images. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The only approximate relationship between PSNR and the video quality perceived by human 

observers, is the byte-to-byte comparison of the data without considering what they actually 
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represent. However, the authors in [54] show that techniques such as MSE and PSNR are 

lacking the understanding of the Human Visual System(HVS). 

b) Subjective Assessment 

The other video assessment includes subjective analysis, which is based on human perception. 

The subjective video quality assessment is considered an accurate way of measuring quality 

of video compared to objective assessment. For subjective video quality assessment, a set of 

videos are given to the subjects for rating the videos on a scale of one to five. The meaning of 

the grades for quality is given in Table 2.1. The rating given by the subjects are known as 

Mean opinion Score (MOS). The subjects can include experts and non- expert observers. 
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Table 2-1 Five level scale for overall video quality rating 

MOS RATING 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

39 

User Opinion 

Imperceptible 

Perceptible but annoying. 

Slightly annoying 

Annoying 

Very annoying 



2.5 Communication Ecosystem 

Service provisioning in user quality satisfaction is the goal of each content and network 

provider. It is important to analyze all issues that are involved in the service provision chain 

to improve the delivered service quality. The understanding of the relations between the 

different issues is necessary and is described by means of a communication ecosystem by 

Kilkki in [55] and is as shown in Figure 2-6. The ecosystem has several issues, such as 

technical issues, business models and human behavior. Each of these issues uses its own 

language to describe the issue's internal relations. Whereas the technical community is only 

concerned with the performance and QoS of the network, the business community prefers to 

focus on the revenue each user brings in while the human behavior community concerns itself 

with happiness and QoE of the users. The identification of dependencies and relationships in 

the ecosystem enables us to highlight existing drawbacks in the service provisioning chain. 

As a result, these drawbacks can be selected and improved. 
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The service provision chain attaches great importance to the network. In general the success 

of a network and service provider depends on the satisfaction of the customers. The price of 

the product such as Internet access can also lead to customer sati sfaction . The framework for 

analyzing the communication ecosystems, shown in Figure 2-6, consists of seven modules. 

These are the user, the application, the network, the network operator. the ervice provider, 

the customer and the person. The person module is used to describe the complete ecosystem 

and thus, to close the gap between the user and the customer, in the framework the module 

Person represents a human with its both sides of sensation, such as user regarding service 

provisioning and as a customer regarding Internet access agreements. The user represents the 

receiver of a service provided from an application server and the customer represents the 

contractual partner of a network and service provider. This Person plays an important role 

within the framework. A purchasing decision of the customer often depends on the quality of 

experience obtained from service provisioning in the past of the user. Thus, the person defines 

the needs and the quality level of provided services that satisfy the personal sensation. 

Beside these modules the framework in Figure 2-6 also presents the relationships and 

interfaces among the different modules. The interface between the user and the application is 

the mean opinion score (MOS) that is used to describe the level of quality of user experience 

with the provided service as shown in Table 2-1. Moreover, the interface between user and 

application is the relationship between the areas of human behavior and technology or 

usability. QoS is the interface between the application and the network that represents the 

provable performance of a network. This means that the service transmission from application 

server to the user depends on the level of QoS in the network. Thus, QoS has a direct impact 

on the provided service quality. The interface between the network and the network provider 

is similar to the relationship between the area of business and technology that can be described 

by the network management. The service provider describes the business objectives by means 
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of service level agreements (SLA) that are used as an interface between the network operator 

and the service provider. The interface between the service provider and the customer is 

described by the average revenue per user (ARPU) and churn representing the marketing 

relationship between business and human behavior. 

The interpretation of Figure 2-6 leads to the assumption that improvements of the service 

provisioning chain need to investigate the network performance and the required application 

performance. 

2.6 Quality of Service(QoS) and Quality of Experience(QoE) in NGMNs 

Networks in the telecommunication industry continue to evolve towards multiple domain, 

service and vendor architectures. All these architectures strive to provide voice. data and video 

(commonly known as the triple play services) on the same IP network infrastructure along 

with other wireles 3G networks[56]. As far as end users are concerned, this scenario offers 

the opportunity of accessing a wide range of services from any wired or wireless terminal, 

enjoying high personalization level and always-on availability. From the network operators, 

the ability to include triple play services and offer all other different services , from web 

browsing to Voice-over-IP(VoIP) applications, means a substantial reduction of operational 

costs and thus making full use of a flexibl e and innovati ve platform, that relies on the pre

existing backbone infrastructure. However, the deployment of these multi service networks 

brings with it challenges of QoS issues and network policy control. In implementing QoS, 

network traffic has to be prioritized, examination of IP packets has to be done and identifying 

what specific requirements have to be guaranteed to users in implementing QoE. All these are 

of paramount importance in network traffic management. 

Much as most research work on QoE focuses on assessing and monitoring of QoE [57-60], 

Management and evaluation of QoE has now picked up more interest from different researchers 
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around the world. So, various systems and frameworks meant to evaluate and manage QoE can 

be noticed in these research works. Kafetzakis et al in [61] presented a multifaceted framework 

known as QoE4CLOUD, their framework was meant for cloud computing based networks. The 

various challenges of managing cloud applications QoE are well presented by Hobfe ld et al in 

[62]. As far as managi ng QoE in NGM sis concerned. Gomez et al. [63] presented a network 

architecture that implemented QoE management. Fajardo et al in [64], proposed an 

administration system for QoE with regards to VoIP in 30 UMTS offerings. All in all , with the 

ever evolving technological networking trends in mobility, heterogeneousness of networks and 

network independent mechanisms and solutions remain inevitable. Mu et al in [65] goes on to 

propose an end-to-end multimedia applications QoE management mechanism they named 

QoE2M(QoE- aware Real-time Multimedia Management). This mechanism involves 

controlling the assessment of video and QoS/QoE mapping procedures. The mechanism 

basically detects network congestion times by using resource allocation controls that depend 

on collecting network status statistics. In a nutshell the QoE2M mechanism can quickly adjust 

applications based on the users' gadget means or network status. Much as Mu et al. presented 

a more vigorous way and bringing in the application's QoE features, they fail to present 

implementation or validation issues [66] . 

Vakili and Gregoire in [67] introduced a QoE mechanism for H264 video. Vakili and Gregoire 

make use of subjective simulations in assessing perceived video quality by the end users as a 

way of finding answers for the various effects of frame rate and quantization on perceived 

video and video data bit rate. The authors also go on to present a direct way of assessing the 

least transitional hop ' s bandwidth on each path at the same time continue to forward video 

traffic. The only limitation of this mechanism is that it restricts the type of video and size of 

the videos. 
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Kim et al in [68] introduces an "in-service feedback QoE mechanism". With this 

mechanism, feedback from end users is received immediately there 's a bad experience with the 

service. Basically, the collected feedback data from the poorly satisfied end-users, network 

routers, and data from application servers is easily analyzed to trace the errors, etc. But again, 

just like with the QoE2M mechanism in [66], there was no implementation and validation of 

the findings. 

Agboma and Liotta in [31] went on to propose their QoE mechanism with different QoE 

models for different kinds of multimedia content for basic mobile gadgets. Further on, this 

mechanism focused on the use of statistical mapping QoS parameters to user perception. In this 

approach, the vestibule where the service quality in the eyes of the user starts to decline is well 

defined. The downside of this is that, Agboma and Liotta only focused on ways to maximize 

end-user quality and they do not consider the impact of the network or how to optimize the 

usage of network resources [3 1]. 

An IPTV QoE mechanism was presented by Lloret et al in [69]. This mechanism was 

implemented between the end user's network and the Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

architecture; this mechanism further implements a "process" to collect information from the 

two architectures. The main purpose of this collected information is to execute the necessary 

roles within the network to avoid unnecessary network congestion hence avoiding loss of 

packets. Although this is a significant progress, it doesn' t consider the effect on the network 

neither does it maximize network resources, this is because , the mechanism in charge of 

admission control to deliver the right IPTV service to end users of all the channels doesn ' t put 

this consideration into context. 

Despite a lot of research work focusing on presenting QoE/QoS mechanisms to manage QoE, 

literature still exists on scheduling, bandwidth management, admission control and congestion 
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control. For example, Piamrat et al. in [70] presents a QoE-driven admission control 

framework for IEEE wireless networks. In this work, an average Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 

on all live connections are calculated. If the result of the MOS is greater than the desired level , 

then another connection can be allowed, otherwise no connection is allowed. 

Another QoE-mechanism was presented by Gallo et al in [71]. The main components of this 

mechanism include the application, user and QoS aspects of the network. The results from 

Gallo et al indicated that their mechanism was able to map QoE to QoS and thus benefit QoE 

management. However, the mechanism doesn't evaluate QoE since it only focuses on mapping 

QoE to QoS parameters, leading to the QoE management implementations gap currently in 

networking research, which is failure to implement and validate the mechanism. 

Once again, in this thesis we introduce an independent mechanism that is compatible enough 

with other technologies. The mechanism monitors and evaluates QoE trends with reference to 

user perceptions. Using both subjective lab environment simulations and simulated 

environment testing is key in making sure the mechanism is implemented and validated, an 

aspect that different research works as discussed above weren't able to perform. 

2.6.1 Quality of Service 

The concept of QoS is often used with different meanings, such as user perception[55] and 

network performance parameters[72]. Sometimes QoS can be seen as a quality measure that 

refers to the level of quality as far as service delivery is concerned, i.e., the guaranteed or 

achieved service quality. In computer networking, QoS is mainly related to control mechanisms 

that manage resources in a network other than the attained service quality of that network. With 

this in mind, QoS involves giving priority to different applications and user traffic flow . 

Moreover, QoS is based on the ability to assure a particular level of network performance to 

particular network traffic, For instance, managing of traffic bit rate, packet loss, jitter and delay. 
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Kilkki in [73] presents QoS as "a set of attributes that can be used to define the network's 

capability to meet the requirements of users and applications". However, in 2008 Kilkki in [55] 

tilted the definition a little and removed 'users ' from the definition as it had been presented in 

[73] . X. Lu et. al. in [74], defined QoS "as the ability of the network to provide a service at an 

assured service level and that QoS encompasses all functions, mechanisms and procedures in 

the cellular network and terminal that ensure the provision of the negotiated service quality 

between the user equipment (UE) and the core network (CN)". The authors go ahead to state 

that QoS is basically a technical concept that can be expressed, understood and measured in 

terms of networks and their elements. 

The absence of a universal QoS definition led to various interpretations and definitions that 

may not necessarily be compatible or related to each other. Because of this, standardization 

organizations developed various QoS definitions. Examples of these organizations include 

ITU, IETF, ATM Forum and OSI. The international telecommunication union -

telecommunication standardization sector (ITU-T) fully describes QoS in ITU-T Rec. E.800 

standard called "Terms and definitions related to quality of service and network performance 

including dependability" [75]. What follows are the various definitions and notes on QoS from 

ITU-T Rec. E.800: 

"QoS is collective effect of service performance which determines the degree of satisfaction of 

a user of the service". 

ITU-T Rec. E.800 ' s main terminology presents various issues of QoS i.e. Service operability, 

Service security, support and Server-ability. The Standard presents mainly two issues to note 

as far as QoS is concerned. These are: 
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a) "The quality of service is characterized by the combined aspects of service support 

performance, service operability performance, Server-ability performance, service 

security performance and other factors specific to each service." 

b) "The term "quality of service" is not used to express a degree of excellence m a 

comparative sense nor is it used in a quantitative sense for technical evaluations. In 

these cases a qualifying adjective (modifier) should be used." 

ITU-T Rec. E.800 goes ahead to point out that service operability, service security, support and 

Server-ability rely on network features. The standard defines performance as "the ability of a 

network or network portion to provide the functions related to communications between users." 

The standard takes the following issues into account to fully explain what network performance 

entails; transmission , charging, dependability and traffic-abi lity. ITU-T Rec. E.800 goes on to 

provide four notes to stay aware of, these are: 

a) "Network performance applies to the Network Provider's planning, development, 

operations and maintenance and is the detailed technical part of QOS , excluding service 

support performance and human factors." 

b) "Network performance is the main influence on Server-ability performance." 

c) " etwork performance measures are meaningful to network providers and are 

quantifiable at the part of the network to which they apply. Quality of service measures 

are only quantifiable at a service access point." 

d) " It is up to the Network Provider to combine the Network Performance parameters in 

such a way that the economic requirements of the Network Provider, as well as the 

satisfaction of the User, are both fulfilled." 

Figure 2-8 is a conceptual overview of the ITU-T E.800 framework. 
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The European telecommunications standards institute (ETSI) has debriefed customers with the 

goal to describe QoS criteria and to derive a uniform QoS matrix, that is described in ETSI 

ETR 003 [77], this is in order to present a relation between quality and QoS. ITU-T G.1000 

[78]. But, QoS requirements for various service types are not categorized in the matrix. ITU-T 

Rec. G. IO IO in [79] presents a user-centric model for categorizing multimedia QoS and serv ice 

requirements are also defined. The categorization breaks down services in the form of two 

service types, i.e. , delay dependent and packet loss dependent services. Packet loss dependent 

services are further broken down into two forms of services: error intolerant services and error 

tolerant. On the other hand, the delay dependent services are decomposed into the following 

classes: i.e. , timely, non-critical, interactive and responsive. Figure 2-9 is a combination of 

information from two diagrams found in ITU-T Rec. G.1010 such as mapping of user-centric 

QoS requirements and model for user-centric QoS categories. The two packet loss dependent 

services and four delay dependent services result in eight QoS categories as shown in Figure 

2-9. 
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The provided service quality determines the service acceptance of customers. Quality in a 

service is mainly influenced by jitter, packet loss and network delay. But, the type of service 

also determines the degree of impact most importantly when it comes to real-time streaming 

applicat ions, for example, online games, VoIP and IPTV. 

However, the degree of impact depends on the type of service. Especially for real-time 

streaming applications, such as VoIP, online games and IPTV. Whenever network capacity is 

limited, QoS guarantees become very important. Real-time streaming applications often 

require a fixed bit rate and are delay sensitive. It is a challenge to deliver reliable network 

performance to meet all the service requirements, this is inevitable where a network's capacity 

is greatly limited. In Figure 2-9, conversational voice and video require the highest network 

performance in relationship to delay. The demand for a smaller delay is challenging when 

cu tamers are on the move and handover processes have to be performed. 

In recent years QoS mechanisms have been developed to manage the network performance to 

fulfil the network requirements of a service. Particularly, prioritizing of conversational voice 

and video data is focused on, as described in [8 1 ]. 

• Quality of Service Parameters 

QoS parameters provide a means of specifying user requirements that may or may not be 

supported by underlying networks. QoS in a network is of paramount importance since 

continuous media streaming applications continue to emerge, because of this, network 

developers cannot overlook QoS. For example, video streaming and transmission processes 

need high throughput which automatically dictates high bandwidth. On the other hand, audio 

transmission doesn ' t require a lot of bandwidth to be transmitted across the network. The other 

factors that should be toughly examined are delay variations as these mainly affect time

sensitive traffic. The next four sections here- after are therefore meant to give us an 
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understanding of the various QoS parameters. They are measured and quantified. This is 

important because these parameters are very critical in ensuring a congestion free network 

whenever there is video traffic traversing the network. 

Delay 

End-to-end transit delay is the elapsed time for a packet to be passed from the sender 

through the network to the receiver. The higher the delay between the sender and 

receiver, the more insensitive the feedback loop becomes, and therefore, the protocol 

becomes less sensitive to short term dynamic changes in the network. There are two ways 

in which Delay can be analyzed. The variable delays consist of queuing delays at each 

node or link on the route between source and destination. Figure 2-10 illustrates the 

factors of packet delay 
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Figure 2-10 End-to-end Delay Calculation 
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Jitter 

If there is a variation in the end-to-end transit delay in a network during video streaming, 

it qualifies to be cal led jitter. Most network developers, engineers and researchers also 

refer to jitter as delay variation. 

In packet-switched networks jitter defines the distortion of the inter-packet arrival times 

compared to the inter-packet times of the packet transmission. 

Bandwidth 

The maximal data transfer rate that can be sustained between two end points of the 

network and is defined as the bandwidth of the network link. However, it is equally 

important to highlight that the bandwidth may not only be limited by the physical network 

infrastmcture of the current paths of the various networks in question. 

Loss 

The process of quantifying loss is done by calculating the overal l loss rate, which is equal 

to the total amount of lost traffic divided by the total amount of input traffic over a certain 

period of time. The expression of loss rate is given as; 

r 
t , n1 o d p 

t , n1 0 ti puc 
(2.3) 

• Basic QoS Operations 

The heterogeneous nature of NGNs comes with a variety of applications and their traffic 

flows, some of these applications have their unique requirements that the network should 

meet as a guarantee for quality in service. Therefore, without these requirements being 

met, the overall quality of the application is greatly compromised. Quality of Service 

operations are the various ways that are used to effectively manipulate QoS parameters 
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discussed in Section 2.7 to fully implement Quality of Service in a network. This section 

presents the main QoS operations. 

Traffic Classification 

Traffic classification is a process of categorizing traffic within a network by determining 

the different classes of service. It also includes the process of identifying the different 

applications and protocols that are involved in the network. Traffic classification may 

take on different actions such as discovering, monitoring and optimization, all of which 

are meant to achieve the ultimate goal of QoS - effective network performance. 

Typically, once the packets are classified (identified) as belonging to a paiticular 

application or protocol, they are marked or flagged. 

Traffic Marking 

In Traffic marking, the packets are colored along with a special value depending on how 

they were originally classified. The main purpose of traffic marking is to enable other 

network operations to determine the origin of packets and be able to apply the right policy 

or priority. 

Traffic Policing 

Traffic polic ing involves the process of monitoring network traffic for compliance with 

a traffic contract and taking steps to enforce that contract. Policing uses a token bucket 

scheme to limit the number of packets that will be transmitted. 

Traffic Shaping 

Traffic shaping is also known as packet shaping. The latter also uses the philosophy of 

the token bucket scheme as a way of guaranteeing network performance through 

increasing the usable bandwidth in the network and improving the latency levels of the 
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traffic in the network. If a link becomes saturated to the point where there is a significant 

level of contention (either upstream or downstream) latency can rise substantially. 

Traffic Congestion Management 

In any given network, congestion is bound to occur. Congestion is a situation where a 

node or link in a network carries a large chunk of data to the extent of compromising the 

quality of service of that network. However, there are quite a number of techniques that 

may be used to manage the traffic flows and avoid network congestion; these are known 

as queuing techniques. The subsection that follows presents some of these techniques. 

Key performance parameters (KPP) 

A KPP is a measurable metric which allows characterization of QoS requirements and 

evaluation of network performance to take place. The main purpose of KPPs is to 

realize GMNs QoS objectives. KPPs make it possible to arrive at an objective and 

quantitative solution when comparing obtained quality performance with the desired 

quality performance. KPPs can also be employed in classifying traffic and analyzing 

networks. In [82] KPPs broken down into two service categories. These are : 

End-user metrics. These are metrics that give an evaluation of network performance 

as it is perceived or seen by the network's end-user. Using end user metrics is one way 

of evaluating the satisfaction level of the network end-user. 

Network metrics. These are metrics concerned with the network administrator and the 

main purpose is to keep track of system performance during the service delivery. 

Network metrics do not directly present the status of QoS that is being provided by the 

network but indirectly they do have an effect on the network end-u er metrics. 

However, network administrators can make use of network metrics to manage and 

control network resources. 
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2.6.2 Quality of Experience (QoE) 

QoE involves getting to clearly understand how a service performs after it has been delivered 

to a customer. The main purpose of this process is to ensure that the service meets the 

customer's requirements and expectations. In order for network operators to implement and 

manage QoS in a network, understanding the experience of the end user is of paramount 

importance. QoE is mainly measured directly from the us.er/subscriber's device when a 

service has been delivered. For this process to be successful, the various factors that influence 

the experience a user is bound to have when and after using a ervice have to be analyzed. 

Figure 2- 11 illustrates a summary of all the factors that have to be looked at in relation to 

QoE. The categorizing of these factors is a way of understanding them systematically. 
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Of late, end users have become quality meters along with their perception and expectations 

of a service, application or a product. All these have a great value to the end user. 

ITUT defines QoE as the "overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived 

subjectively by the end user"[83], yet ETSI sees QoE as "a measure of user performance 

based on both objective and subjective psychological measures of using an ICT service or 

product" [84] and the standard goes on to extend QoE past subjectivity and accommodate the 

objective psychological measure. Therefore, QoE can be looked at as a multidimensional 

concept that encompasses both subjective and objective aspects[85]. So, QoE can be related 

to QoS which is primarily an objective, technical and techno-centric concept [86) that is more 

or less considered a much more user-centric concept. As it has already been presented, QoS 

concentrates on how network and application performance is perceived by the user in terms 

of quality while QoE mainl y is all about foc using on how an individual fee ls or what an 

individual experiences after accessing the service. The sources of impact on the experience 

of the individual can include prior experiences, thoughts, feelings, expectations, context, etc. 

The authors in [87-9 1] provided explanations of QoE which leaned towards a tech-centric 

background and ignore the aspect of human subjectivity thus lacked a much more broad 

explanation of QoE [92]; that 's to note that, an abrupt switch of products and services as far 

as the consumer is concerned can be as a result of assuming optimizing of any QoS parameters 

leads to overall QoE. Nonetheless, QoS can be seen as subdivision of the general QoE sphere. 

In most cases a high degree in QoS could lead to a high degree in QoE. Furthermore an 

assumption can be made that service and products which meet end user 's expectations and 

requirements and also allow them to enjoy high QoE in their personal scope will mostly 

achieve success compared to services and products that enjoy higher QoS yet they are 

unsuccessful to satisfy end user's expectations and demands [93). Another modern definition 

by EU Qualinet community in [94) encloses various issues on QoE and goes ahead to define 
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it as "the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results 

from the fulfillment of his or her expectations wi th respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of 

the application or service in the light of the user's personality and current state. In the context 

of communication services, QoE is influenced by service, content, device, app lication, and 

context of use" [94] . 

Different applications will have different QoE requirements. To implement QoE for a specific 

application, understanding and identifying of a variety of factors that affect the application is 

of paramount importance. This has to be done from the members of the service delivery chain 

point of view along with the ways they may impact QoE. With advances in tech nology, the 

results of QoE modelling determines the parameters that are to be measured and monitored . 

The eventual outcome of this process has effective QoE optimization strategies. It is for thi s 

reason that managi ng QoE is categorized into 3 phases[62], these are: 

a) QoE modelling; 

b) QoE monitoring and measurements ; 

c) QoE optimization and control. 

If QoE management is well modelled and implemented wi th validation, end users are bound 

to be satisfied because their expectations or req uirements shall have been well addressed. 

This can in turn be an advantage to technology development since the users will comfortably 

adjust to more complex services. Another advantage of successful QoE management is that, 

all stakeholders in the service delivery chain such as network developers, network providers, 

content providers and device manufacturers can have pride in being involved in the service 

delivery. The more rea listic benefit is that, the competitive nature and environment in 

computer networks means that "price levels are decreasing and prici ng schemes are becoming 

more similar" [95], service availabi lity to end users isn ' t enough since these users now have 
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a wide variety of service providers to select from. Therefore, the stakeholders in the process 

of service delivery continue to move more to meeting at all costs the expectations and 

requirements of users through achieving user satisfaction as far as perceived service quality 

is concerned. 

• QoE Measurement 

QoE is best evaluated using living labs[96] . Living labs are mainly user-centered and entail 

users to dry run newly developed services or applications. An analysis of living labs is further 

presented in the next section. The other way QoE is measured can be by selecting a panel of 

representatives with actual users of the service. Both cases involve the use of questionnaires as 

a tool of evaluating a service after use. These questionnaires ' results can be further use to 

evaluate QoE by using the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [97] as already presented in Table 2-1 

of Section 2.3. Table 2-2 presents a comparison between objective and subjective methods of 

measuring QoE. 
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2.7 QoE and QoS evaluation in testbed-oriented Living Lab setting 

The notion of evaluating QoE and QoS in a mobile, testbed-oriented Living Lab setting 

realistically does bond well with the current user-centric approach. This approach seeks to close 

the gap between technical parameters of a given network and human experience factors . With 

this fi nding in mind, QoE remai ns a mul ti-dimensional phenomenon which demands a 

perspective from all disciplines . Much as previous research has presented various ways of 

evaluating perceived QoE, the onl y setback has been that these works are onl y inclined towards 

objecti ve assessment of QoE and do not pay attention to facto_ring in subj ective assessment of 

end user experiences. NWU 
'L BRARYI 

As far as technical testing of mobile devices is concerned, the school o thought on using\(s°t 

bed environments continues to prove its value in recent years. Reference is made to the 

standardized laboratory environments used for testing new technologies, products and services 

and protected fro m the hazards of testing in a li ve or production environment [98]. 

Lately though, the authors in [99- 10 l ] identify a couple of research works that continue to 

castigate test bed environments that have a less degree of naturalism. The authors of these 

works do point out that there's a variety of products that have successfull y been developed in 

these lab environments that are well contro lled but upon being deployed in the actual and 

natural environments, they either underperform or fai l to do so after the deployment. 

Ponce de Leon, Eriksson et al. in [ I 02] look at simul ation beds as very important tools to blend 

innovative components of technology within complicated wireless environments and also bring 

end users into the mix. Ponce de Leon, Eriksson et al. go on to highlight that technology on its 

own becomes obsolete if the benefits or its usefulness for end users in day to day life isn't 

proven first to be successful. The outcome of this is that, more scholars and authors have pushed 

on user-centric approaches in researching on innovative infras tructures meant to assess, 
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evaluate and manage new applications and service while putting the end user at the center [ 103-

105]. Furthermore, this overture has a link to the appendage of the contained traditional test 

bed environments towards more natural setups. 

Without under looking the above observations, it is admiss ible to acknowledge the enactment 

of living labs but with an open and modem criterion. Living labs are " environments for 

innovation and development where users are exposed to new ICT solutions in (semi)realistic 

contexts, as part of medium- or long-term studies targeting evaluation of new ICT solutions 

and discovery of innovation opportunities" [ 100]. Opposed to the traditional test beds, living 

labs strive to yield a more native setting to clearl y examine while involving users in the process 

of innovation. With this paradigm shift in research, research works now make reference to the 

pervasive computing environment where living labs were establi shed to study ubicomp 

(Ubiquitous computing) solutions[ IO I, I 06]. In addition, in the nineties, livi ng labs were 

popularized as faci lities that were to connect end users to ICT testbed applications. 

Etching on the scrutiny of literature of these various innovation avenues, in [ 100], Folstad 

categorized living labs based on two facets: i.e., contextualized co-creation and testbed 

association. Focusing on the latter, the authors in [ I 02, I 07] saw traditional testbeds' extension 

to living lab environments as a developing trend as far as both technical testing and co-creation 

research is concerned. However, from a factual point of view. tools that will enable such 

research in test bed-oriented li ving labs remain a great need [ I 00]. 

Albeit technical advancement of mobile computing domains, the latter continue to employ 

advanced techniques of research in lab testing. There 's a lot that needs to be done as far as the 

evolution and deployment of the new tools is concerned. 
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2.8 Beyond State-of-the-Art 

Beyond the current 4G LTE/NGMNs, the fifth generation (5G) will become the next 

innovation of wireless networks, and it is expected to dominate the current generations in the 

next coming decades. 

From the time when the first generation( I G) system was introduced in 1981 by ordic Mobile 

Telephone[ I 08) , every after 10 years, there has been a re lease of a new mobile generation. 

These innovations continue to show interesting and incredible effects on all various wireless 

communication systems that people continue to use lately. Figure 2-12[ 109] shows the 

technology phases that the communication systems have gone through since 2012 and what 

the future holds. 
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The latest 3G and 4G networks are mainly developed with an emphasis on peak rate and 

improvements in spectral efficiency. As we move towards the SG era we shall start witnessing 

dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets) architectures fo rming the backbone of all SG 

systems. HetNets promise to be the most realistic approach to realizi ng a uniform connectivity 

user experience and meet the ever growing needs of the telecommunications industry with 

minimal cost. Figure 2- 13 highlights the major developments in the HetNet transformation. 

The figure also includes small cells and D2D communications o, multiple cell. 
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HetNets are made up of different categories of small cells which combat the reuse of spectrum 

resources. HetNets are however to be designed to assimilate the varied set of frequency bands 

that wi ll range from a variety of network topologies. Small cells will be able to accommodate 

new higher frequency spectrum such as mm-wave as a way of enabling of ultra-high data rate 

services. In relation to small cells, user gadgets shall be integral to the 5G network era. Thus 

both small cell s and Device-2-Device (D2D) communication shall be part of the new tier of 

infrastructure which will complement the deployment of cellular networks whi le minimizing 

cost. Minimizing costs will turn out to be an important factor in the 5G systems giving space 

to better software-based deployments and technologies for virtualization. Basically it will be 

possible to develop various virtual core networks mainly designed based on the requirements 

of specific applications. Additionally, when the 5G finally gets here, there wi ll be a need for 

strong edge nodes to handle traffic offloads coming from the core networks. Firstly, to regulate 

the efficient flow of data by changing network resources in a dynamic way as a way of 

ensuring high QoE for the various applications' flows. Secondly, to manage raw information 

originating from a wide variety of sensors or Internet of Things (IoT) gadgets and equipment. 

In order to reduce the core network traffic as well as reduce retrieval-latency during peak 

hours, more content will always be cached on the edge of the network. This process will make 

it possible for network operators to maximize the use of their network resources through the 

use of context information. 

2.8.1 SG HetNet architecture and enabling technologies. 

Societal development will lead to changes in the way mobile and wireless communication 

systems are used. Essential services such as e-banking, e- learning, and e-health will continue 

to proliferate and become more mobile. On-demand information and entertainment (e.g., in 

the form of augmented reality) will progressively be deli vered over mobile and wireless 

communication systems. These developments will lead to an avalanche of mobile and 
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wireless traffic volume, predicted to increase a thousand-fold over the next decade [111 , 

112]. Today's dominating scenarios of human-centric communication will , in the future, be 

complemented by a tremendous increase in the numbers of communicating machines. This 

so-called Internet of Things (IoT) will make our everyday life more efficient, comfortable, 

and safe. There are forecasts of a total of 50 billion connected devices by 2020 [ 113] . 

The coexistence of human-centric and machine-type applications will lead to a large diversity 

of communication characteristics. Some of these applications can be supported by today 's 

mobile broadband networks and their future evolution. However, some other applications 

will impose additional and increasingly diverse requirements on mobile and wireless 

communication systems that the fifth generation (5G) will have to support: Far more stringent 

latency and reliability requirements are expected to be necessary to support applications 

related to health- care, security, logistics. automotive applications and mission-critical 

control. A wide range of data rates has to be supported, up to multiple gigabits per second, 

and tens of megabits per second need to be guaranteed with very high availability and 

reliability. Network scalability and flexibility are required to support a large number of devices 

with very low complexity and requirements for very long battery lifetimes. One of the main 

challenges is to satisfy these requirements while at the same time addressing the growing cost 

pressure. Efficiency and scalability are therefore key design criteria, reflecting the need to 

respond to the expected explosion of traffic volumes and number of connected devices. 

Existing mobile technologies will not be able to provide the capabilities to meet market 

demands Beyond 2020. Sustained research will be needed to create a high performance 5G 

environment[l 14] 

Figure 2-14, demonstrates the challenges that 5G is going to offer to the users. These 

challenges are: capacity ( I 0000 more traffic and also 1-100 more devices); latency (the latency 
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reduces); energy consumption (10 years battery for M2M / ((J/bit)/10); cost (M2M ultra low 

cost); user data rates (user data rates will rise) and coverage ( 100 Mbit/s Low-end data rates, 

Ultra reliability). 
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Figure 2-14 challenges that 5G is going to offer to all of the users[ l 15] . 
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SG will enable the long-term networked society and realize the vision of unlimited access to 

information for anyone and anything. This vis ion will be achieved by combining evolved 

versions of today's radio-access technologies (RATs) with complementary RATs for specific 

use cases, not by replacing existing technologies. 

In a nutshell , SG is going to have a much tougher process behind its development level. The 

5th generation will support more connected devices worldwide compared to the generations 

before and it will also be more efficient compared to them. By making advantage of IP version 

6, SG will have a higher security compared to its previous generation. 

In SG, Network operators will be able to exploit intelligent m~nagement of cellular network 

infrastructures, such as C-RAN and Het et, to support the increasing number of connected 

devices and the traffic demand while decreasing their capital and operational costs. These 

technologies will make it possible to easily upgrade their existing networks and enhance their 

coverage. 

2.9 How mobile networks improve QoS 

Different mobile network solutions offer users the capabi lity to improve both network 

efficiency and Quality of Experience. Mobile networks provide measurable Quality of 

Experience results. Actual use cases clearly enable operators to provide performance-based 

Quality of Experience enhancements that: 

a) help reduce lagging and stalling; 

b) provide faster web downloads; 

c) accelerate performance of mobile apps; 

d) promote subscriber roaming; 

e) deliver HD YouTube videos; 

f) mitigate network resource monopolization; 
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• Stalling of Mobile Video 

Depending on system conditions and time of day, live features such as video streaming slows 

down between 5% and 35% of the time. Even 40/L TE systems can experience slowing down 

and can also get congested. This stalling process can last from seconds to minutes and lead 

users to close their ongoing sessions, causing loss of interest and dissatisfaction among 

subscribers, as well as decrease in data consumption and eventually increase in lagging. 

Activity administration arrangements have demonstrated effectiveness with controlling 

application movement; however, this does not work well with video streaming because these 

solutions are normally implemented at the application layer through packet blocking and 

shaping. Video streaming is based on bit rate which varies its maximum rates that could exceed 

the shaped bandwidth of traditional traffic management solutions, leading to stalling, clipping 

and a very low mobile video experience. 
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Figure 2- 15 User sat isfaction is easily affected by mob ile video QoE[ I 16) 
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Figure 2-15 shows a snapshot from an experiment conducted that involved a child engaging 

with an animated video on a typical smartphone. The child kept on becoming upset each time 

the video stalled. However, the child started to enj oy and laugh again as soon as the connection 

was restored. During the long stall s, the child started crying so loudly until the phone was 

replaced wi th the one hav ing a better connection, which ran the video seamlessly. This is a 

clear demonstration of how mobile QoS is seen by the subscriber. 

GMNs reduce video stalling by 40% to 60%. To achieve thi s NGMNs have applied a number 

of techniques which helps in reducing the consumed amount of video bandwidth. It also helps 

create a headroom especially when mobile networks are under huge amount of request burden. 

GMNs are implemented with j ust-in-time video pacing which eliminates the useless and 

wasted downloads. NGMNs use quality-aware transcoding techniques which are designed to 

compress videos to certain levels ranging from barely watchable, to nearl y watchable, and then 

to visually apparent. NGMNs also apply dynamic bandwidth when a user's video session is at 

risk of lagging, stalling, adjusting the compress ion level in order to match the available network 

capacity which is avail able at the time, to make sure that the video being deli vered to the user 

can continue uninterrupted. These capabilities all highly reduce lagging whil e keeping high 

QoE as shown in Figure 2- 16. 
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Figure 2-16 Improvement in mobile video QoE across 5 different mobile networks[ 117] 
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• Faster Web Downloads 

Different studies related to QoS in NGMNs that were conducted showed that hundreds of 

mobile web pages are downloaded worldwide across different mobile operators. The results in 

these studies showed that around 60% of web pages required more than 9 seconds to load and 

more than 20% of them took 21 seconds or more to load. However smartphone users do not 

wait 9 seconds and prefer giving up on a download in 8 seconds or less, it became clear that 

NGMNs should provide fas ter webpage downloads in order to improve mobile users QoE. 

NGMNs allow operators to provide faster web downloads. Now that all major mobile 

applications are web-based, NGMN solutions also increase mobile applications without 

requiring any further information from the developer or operator. Improving video streaming 

quality and mobile data quality experience is very important. Simulations were conducted to 

measure data transfer performance so that cel lular networks can efficiently evaluate activities 

related to NGMN service providers. For example, a benchmark simulation was conducted by 

P3 Group in 2012 in Germany. 

• Quality of Experience Improvement 

Even in a tiny cell network, conditions are constantly fluctuating; while subscribers' 

experiences fluctuate too, some have good experiences, though some might not be so lucky. 

Dynamically network changing also affects the subscribers experience related to live video 

streaming. NGMNs make sure that users face low poor video experience so that they can enjoy 

a higher Quality of Experiences of video streaming with low video lagging and also improved 

web pages downloads. Fluctuating network conditions results into differing QoE within the 

same cell mobi le data usage when improved data usage al so increases along with video 

streaming Quality of experience. For example, an operator observed a 29% increase in web 

browsing after Next Generation Mobile Networks optimization was applied. 
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Figure 2-17 Improved Quality of Experience with Smart Capacity Optimization[ 117] 
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• Manages Quota Breaches 

Quota breaches should effectively be managed in order to achieve an improved Quality of 

Experience for smartphone subscribers. Optimization is the most important technique used to 

handle quota breaches in different ways. For example, using shaping techniques or aggressive 

blocking leads to unviable mobile video streaming. multiple companies especiall y in Europe 

have been offering continued video streaming consumption to their users who exceed their 

monthly data usage limits. A message is displayed on subscriber's laptops and smartphones 

which displays their data usage. It also displays upgrade of monthly data plans, while 

consumers continue to consume their data. Once the limit is exceeded, any further videos 

delivered to the subscriber are optimized. 

• Subscriber Usage While Roaming 

Users ordinarily consume less video while browsing. This might be because of overbill shock, 

exceeding limits, poor down speeds and poor li ve video streaming quali ty. This can result in 

decreased Quality of Experience for the subscriber. 

• Monopolization of Network Resources 

Feature content suppliers, for example, Hulu, Netflix, Apple and others utilize Adaptive Bit 

Rate (ABR) protocols used for streaming for prime users. There are a few executions of ABR 

protocols from Apple, Adobe and Microsoft and all share a typical methodology. Adequately, 

they adjust continuously to network output and gadget CPU abilities by alterably expanding or 

diminishing the determination of the feature. 

A key conduct of Adaptive Bit Rate gushing conventions is that they expend as much accessible 

system limit as the substance server can use and convey the HQ that the present system 

association can utilize for a live stream. 
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• Quality-Aware Optimization 

HD features drive a lopsided rate of general remote system activity. Case in point, iPhone 

supporters ask for high-determination features 27% of the time; in any case, these high

determination features create just about 80% of the portable feature activity on the system. 

Remote systems that backing higher-determination features convey a superior visual QoE to 

their supporters, however these features must be viably upgraded to guarantee that general 

endorser QoE is not contrarily affected. 
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Figure 2- 18 Higher resolution videos create the most traffic volume on networks[ 117] 
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Numerous 'right now accessible streamlining systems and advanced features' aimlessly result 

into either excessively traditionalist executions that leave space for extra enhancement or 

excessively forceful improvement that makes decreased feature quality. This translates into 

poor support for QoE. Cutting edge Mobile networks apply feature advancement that is 

outwardl y lossless, giving the ideal Quality of Experience to every supporter. Improvement is 

connected taking into account numerous variables, for example, the composition of the first 

feature and the codec being used. As opposed to just utilizing pressure, NGMNs apply refined 

advancement methods to boost the endorser experience; for instance, evacuating casings that 

can't be seen or specifically decreasing feature quality for distinctive parts of a frame. The 

NGMNs give an industry-driving versatile administration activity and enhancement innovation 

that allows administrators to increase users Quality of Experience and amplify system 

proficiency. Impressive data bundles and deals with all information activity m an 

administrator's system along with other features such as coordinated application recognition, 

versati le activity administration and streamlining administrations change in accordance with 

system conditions progressively. This guarantees the best Quality of Experience conceivable. 

Therefore, operators can help versatile information utilization, separate their systems, draw in 

new clients and decrease churn. 

2.9.1 QoE and the Techno Centric Approach 

The adjustment and evaluation of network parameters in the user techno centric approach 

provide the description and determination relationship between the telephone circuit loads and 

the equivalent traffic delays within the network, it also provides the ease with which delays 

relate with the service quality from the consumer viewpoint. 
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According to Pocock's work on QoS [118], the monetary impact of the administrative quality 

provided by the telecom administrators endeavors the discourse about the general quality that 

the user experiences focusing only on the essential changes in quality transmission . 

The advances in research provide the evaluation of the network QOE using the QOS metrics, 

feedback of the network and the requirements of the users. Siller and Woods in [ I 19) mention 

that QoE has the effect on the app lication line layer over the user's observation. QoE is the 

client's apparent experience with what the application layer displays, where the application 

layer is the front end client interface that shows the general effect of the individual quality of 

services. 

The advancement of QoS directly links the application layer with the QoE evaluation layer. 
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Figure 2-19 Elements that inf! uence QoE 
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2.9.2 QoE and the User Centric Approach 

According to the ITU, QoE describes the general acceptability of an application or 

administration, as subjectively seen by the end-client. It usually includes the broad end to end 

system effects such as the terminal, client, services, network, and infrastructure. On the other 

hand, QoS describes the totality of qualities of information transfer benefit that bears on its 

capacity to fulfill expressed and suggested needs of the client of the administration. The QoE 

provides the effect of application and services for the user to also consider the external factors 

as seen in Figure 2-19. 

• Difference between User Centric and Techno Centric Approach 

The differences between the techno centric and user centric approaches are considered as good 

forecasting for the user's perception of a service. A summary of how these approaches differ 

is presented in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3 Difference between User Centric and Techno Centric Approach 

Techno Centric Approach User Centric Approach 
a) Evaluation is totally based on the a) Evaluation is totally based on human 

performance of the network. factors. 
b) Considered as one dimension for the b)Has interdisciplinary attitudes 

consumer's observation evaluation, i.e. incorporating the elements like fun , 
based on low, fair, good and excellent beauty etc. 
perceptions. 

c) Users' observations are mainly on results of c) Users' observations are based on the 
traffic load, scheduling and routing thoughts and needs of the human. 
techniques. 

d) Has a large interest on laboratory simulation d)Has maJor interest based on the 
results and network performance monitoring. practical and field studies that gather 

the natural and real user data. 
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2.10 Techno centric approach in advanced mobile networks. 

The current advancement in mobile broadband systems must have the capacity to support 

several audio and video usages as well as its single IP based network framework information. 

In this way mobile service providers hope to offer separated versatile administration bundles. 

One methodology to recognize the activity from di stinctive applications is to offer to a suitable 

QoS scope for the measurement of network service quality. This strategy is intended to 

guarantee the quality of the application and permit the providers to offer various 

administrations to clients and oversee system clogging. Thus, 3GPP built up QoS , charging 

and arrangement control structme to make a productive apportioning of the accessible remote 

system properties. 

The major goal in providing the 3GPP services is to effectively access the indefinite network 

control framework policies with the major objective of regulating the service quality and policy 

mechanisms that can provide the services and subscriber variations to support the network 

operators effectively. The 3GPP standards mainly di sclose how to construct the transmission 

ways between the client equipment and the external information system packets with all 

characterization of QoS . Recently, 3GPP services have been characterized broadly as the 

"carrier model" to execute the network QoS. The carrier division can be effectively predicted 

by the 3GPP network. A transmission is an activity detachment component that empowers 

separated treatment of movement in view of its QoS necessities, and gives a legitimate way 

between the portable terminal or client hardware and a door. Every network carrier is always 

linked with QoS parameters that depict the properties of the vehicle channel, including the 

bundle delay, packet misfortune, bit rates, planning strategy and bit slip rate in the radio base 

station. All streams mapped to a solitary carrier get the same package sending treatment e.g. 

booking, line administration, rate forming, connection layer arrangement and so forth. The data 
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modulator has two to four QoS parameters, contingent upon whether it is constant or best 

exertion administration. 

2.11 Quality of Service Class Pointer 

The QoS Class Indicator (QCI) provides the data sending action i.e. weighted data planning, 

data validation limits, data line management and data connection layer setup that the client 

usually plans actively gets between the UE and the PDN Gateway passage. 

2.12 Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP) 

In 3GPP standards, the allocation and retention priority method comprises of the information 

related to its significance level. The anticipation capability and the prevention susceptibility 

provide the priority level that has comparative importance with respect to the appeal resources. 

This permits determining whether the carrier formation or adjustment request can be 

acknowledged or the requirements can be precluded during the resource limitations process. 

The ARP parameters for mobile subscribers are very important because according to this the 

evaluation and congestion of the mobile subscriber occur. 

2.13 Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) 

The guaranteed bit rate is defined as the minimum bit rate that is expected to be available to 

the PDP (Packet Data Protocol) context when required[l20]. The proper implementation of 

GBR provides the network with reliability that no data packet will be lost during the IP network 

and radio link transmission due to network congestion. The GBR carriers are used to provide 

less latency and jitter tolerances for the real time services. The GBR also aids the consumer 

with the security of the data packet so that if the data is missed during the transmission. then it 

can be recovered by detecting the data packet. If there is any noise during the transmission then 

we can use the repeater or filter by considering its magnitude level and suppress the noise. 
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2.14 Maximum Bit Rate (MBR) 

MBR is used to make sure that the data traffic does not exceed the network data rate. The 

transmis ion data rate does not exceed the network rate. The MBR is usually appropriate for 

the real time services. The MBR has to be equal to GBR for efficient real time services. The 

information regarding the controlling of the network operator should require that the data 

packets flow be mapped onto a dedicated network carrier. At the receiver end, the quality of 

service level should also have to be determined through the network policies. This combination 

process usually occurs at the UE (User Equipment) at the packet data network gateway (PD -

GW) layer by using the traffic flow templates (TFf). The traffic flow templates usually 

comprise of the information about the filtering of data packet for mapping and identification 

of the user data packets fo r the particular bearers. The gateway implemented policy controller 

should have to adopt to the provision of network strategies and resource charging function. 

These are defined as network policy controllers and are usually executed on the gateway level. 

2.15 Parameters for the Network Policy Controller 

The network policy controller comprises five parameters for the filtrat ion of data packet flows 

which are also defined as the Internet Protocol Stacks. These are: 

a) source IP address; 

b) destination TP address; 

c) source Port number; 

d) destination Port number; 

e) Network identification protocols (UDP or TCP). 

The network policy controller parameters mainly control the network QoS necessities by taking 

in consideration the three network criteria, namely: 

a) Application requirement; 

b) Subscription information ; 
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c) Network operator policies. 

According to the network policies, controlling the decision for dedicated network for data 

transmission can be established. The periodic service level policies should have to adapt 

accordingly with the policy decisions for the existing information network and operator 

designed policy decis ions. These policy control regulations are usually developed for the policy 

and charging enforcement function (PCEF) located in the gateway. The PCEF enforces the 

policy decisions by the founding bearers, mapping the data flows service for bearers and 

execution of traffic policing and shaping. NW U . 
LIBRARYJ 

The transport network mainly carries the gateway maps . These are based on the Ethernet 

technology and use the multiprotocol label switching network (MPLS). The MPLS protocol is 

defined as the accessible, independent network transport protocol with labeling feature for data 

packets. The labeling of data packets allows the tracing of data and if the data packet is missed 

during its transmission it can be recovered easily. Therefore , it can provide the data reliability 

as well as security. The decision for data packet forwarding is exclusively based on the labeling 

contents, it does not require the examination of the data packet itself. 

The gateway mapping technique mainly carries the core transport network. The transport 

network can be either Ethernet or MPLS network depending on the network protocol. The 

network transport protocols usually has no information about the carrier and requires the use 

of standard IP based QoS techniques like the differentiated services. The differentiated services 

(DiffServ) is based on the networking architecture of the computer that requires a modest, 

accessible and highly integrated mechanism for organizing and handling of the network traffic. 

It is also capable of delivering the essential QoS on the moder JP based networks. 
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2.16 Uplink and Downlink Base Station Policies 

The data transmission from ground to base transceiver station (BTS) is known as the Uplink 

while that from BTS to the ground station is known as the downlink. This two way data rate 

communication policy requires the scheduling of the radio frequency (RF) resources. The 

allocation of bearer resources requires the address resolution protocol (ARP) to resolve the 

network layer addresses into the data link layer to provide the multiple network access . The RF 

resource scheduling algorithms for base station can provide the effective influence on the 

service, quality and the total network performance. The IP network transportation or User 

Equipment (UE) Protocol can also provide the initial data mapping service from ground station 

to base station. This implementation of the data network function requires end to end network 

QoS for data processing. 

2.17 Identification and Designing of QoS Networks 

The identification and marking of certain data traffic, requires the transmission through data 

packets. This is essential for the end to end synchronization of QoS through the network. The 

effective method to perform the identification of data flows through the network contains the 

data routing tables which depend on the policy based routing tables which are defined by 

routing and data access control lists. The following network policies spell out the 

characteristics of data flow through the network. 

2.17.1 Policing 

The policing function is used to ensure that the data flow through the network should not exceed 

the agreed bit rate of the network. The network policing method provides the guarantee to share 

the minimum network services. It decreases the network traffic during the peak time and also 

provides for the efficient use of network resources by using the time and frequency division 

multiplexing, in which data packets are transmitted precisely to use the overall bandwidth of 

the network efficiently. The network policies also provide the delayed or dropping capability 
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for data in case of non-acquiescent traffic. In mobile network the transmission network 

bandwidth capability is usually based on the customer's quantity within the cluster. If an 

anonymous customer enters in the region then either the network resource roaming, data 

delayed function or dropping function is perfo1med. 

2.17.2 Traffic modelling and management. 

The traffic modeling and management function provides the bandwidth management of the 

network. It provides the mission critical based use of network bandwidth to accommodate the 

external customer into the network cluster during the peak use of network resource. Traffic 

management can provides the overall bandwidth management of the network so that the 

exchanged bandwidth necessities for the different network services can be satisfied for all the 

users. It can provide the assurance of guaranteed bandwidth for VoIP and control traffic 

applications with the requirement of minimum bandwidth for data packet transmission. 

Traffic management algorithms also provide the early random weighted detection and random 

early detection features for the use of congestion observation. The function can provide the 

network shaping function for the limited use for the network bandwidth flow and also avoiding 

overflow situations. 

2.17 .3 Administration of QoS policy and management 

The administration of QoS policy provides the functions for accounting, provisioning as well 

as algorithms in the domain of network administration, operations and management. 

2.17.4 Data planning and scheduling 

The data planning and scheduling functions are performed to confirm the dropping of data 

traffic in heavily oversubscribed events. The delivery of data is usually based on the IP network 

that is usually supported over the Ethernet core in the LTE networks. The differentiated 

services protocol's Ethernet feature is usually used to offer the best network quality of service. 

The differentiated services protocol is applicable for up to six data queues and the IP traffic is 
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mapped for the differentiated services classes. Differentiated services classes can also be 

controlled through the differentiated services code point (DSCP) field in the IP layer of the 

network in the channel headers. According to LG Martinez Ballesteros et. al. in [ 120], the data 

planning and scheduling feature is in most cases seen in a similar fashion with the particular 

priority based network without the following features : data avoidance, weighted round robin, 

weighted fair queuing and deficit weighted round robin or smoothed deficit weighted round 

robin. The authors in [ 120] go on to emphasize that these functions have been made more 

dominant by the techno centric analyses of network QoE. This maintains network optirruzation 

of QoS, which in the long run positively impacts user QoE. Despite this positive impact, certain 

cases exist where perfect QoS is implemented but poor network QoE remains prevalent. 

Overall, QoE in networks is mainly evaluated with reference to technical QoS metrics. There 

is negligence of the main aim of the network which is to deliver a perfect service that intends 

to yield the best user QoE other than delivering state of the art user applications with innovative 

architecture and designs. This gap in network des ign and management comes as a result of the 

fai lure to acknowledge the importance of users during network frameworks design and 

implementation. Luckily, there is now recognizable progress in the creation of HCI tools that 

are mainly foc used on the user and application interfaces . All these is to foster QoE mechanism 

designs and implementations that are able to involve users during the design processes. 

2.18 Interrelating network QoS to User QoE 

Measuring of network quality previously has always been done objectively- a phenomenon 

known as QoS of a network. QoS involves the various ways a network achieves a more 

desirable and expected behavior, i.e., transportation of data with minimal bandwidth , delay and 

packet loss. However, it is a mistake not to note that QoS as a whole fai ls to factor in the 

perceptions of users. QoE is the other phenomenon that indeed puts user perceptions into 

context. QoS involves subjectively factoring in human dimensions into network management. 
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This is done through considering perceptions of users, their experiences and expectations as 

far as an application and its performance is concerned. QoE is turning out to be vital research 

niche area. This is because, users are negatively affected by low quality services and during 

this time, service providers have little or no time at all to wait and address user quality 

complaints. 

In [121], Accenture carried a survey that found out that close to 90% of end users of a service 

may not necessarily moan about the low quality in using the service, they straight away look 

for another service provider. Service providers therefore should have a criteria of monitoring 

and assess ing QoE and immediately better on it. 

Video streaming QoS over GMNs is determined by a number of related parameters. Among 

the e parameters, video resolution and bandwidth are easily adjustable unlike delay and packet 

loss yet these are the parameters that have to be addressed in order to achieve user satisfaction. 

But again, satisfying a user doesn' t only involve getting QoS parameters right but also QoE 

subjective facto rs such as the experience the user gets, their interest, and what they expect to 

get have to be considered as well. 

2.19 Quality of Service and Quality of Experience Layers 

The research community in computer networking has proposed a number of possible QoS 

solutions that can be implemented within the seven layers of the Open Systems Interconnection 

(OSI) model[7 l]. 

The application of the OSI mainly deals with application services that implement QoS. QoS 

at this layer is responsible for handling different parameters like resolution, audio and video 

codec types and frame rates among others. Furthermore, the services on the network layer are 

administered by routers and switches. In terms of parameters, the network layer handles packet 

loss, delay and jitter, etc. The authors in [7 1] recommend a visceral virtual layer above these 
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two layers that is envisaged to mainly focus on QoE. The other scholars in (122) think this 

virtual layer should be an addendum to the application layer, yet the others in (123) envisage 

QoE as an addition of the traditional QoS since QoE is all about acquiring user feedback on 

consumed services. 

Human perception is considered the main driver of QoS at the application layer. From a user 

point of view as far as video services are concerned, there are two characteristics that have to 

be looked at; a temporal viewpoint and a spatial viewpoint. When it comes to achieving 

compression during video coding, Entropy, Interframe and Intraframe are the techniques that 

are used. QoS at layer three can be categorized as either resource reservation or prioritization 

QoS. There are various ways that QoS can be implemented at the network layer, these include; 

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)[ 124), Integrated Services [ 125) and Differentiated 

Services (DiffServ)[ 126). 
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In Figure 2-20 above, a delineative depiction of how QoS and QoE are related is presented. 

The Figure 2-20 is apportioned based on three zones . If there is an intenuption or disturbance 

in QoS and the latter falls below the first zone, a high value of QoE is expected, thus the user 's 

experience isn't affected in any way. If and when an interruption in QoS drops to zone 2, then 

QoE will drop too. La tly, when a disturbance or interruption reaches the third zone, QoE is 

bound to fall, thus a user of the service in question may negatively be affected and they may 

decide not to continue using the serv ice. Therefore, in most cases whenever there is an increase 

in disturbances or interruptions on QoS, QoE is bound to be affected and the way a user 

perceives the quality of a service is affected negatively. 

2.20 Ways of Measuring QoE 

Measurement of QoE can either be subjective or objective as previously discussed. The process 

of QoE measurement especially in video applications mainly leans towards the subjecti ve 

approach. The mean opinion score (MOS) in this case is the most recognized method for 

subjectively measuring QoE. ITU-T recommendations in [ 128] standardize MOS, ITU-Tin its 

recommendations defines MOS as the arithmetic value that starts from 1 to signify "poor" up 

to 5 that signifies "excellent". However, this method of measuring QoE comes with a couple 

of challenges such as, time wasting, difficulty of implementation in real time scenarios and it 

is very costly. These challenges have motivated developers and researchers to come up with 

objective solutions, mechanisms and tools that can still also use MOS in order to envision 

subjective quality entirely from the physical attributes. 

The objective way of measuring QoE solely depends on the use of comparative and 

mathematical techniques or algorithms that are clearly meant to bring about a quantitative 

dimension in assessing 'one-way ' video quality. This objective approach is thus very important 

in terms of monitoring service quality, and also optimizing and selecting codecs. Objectivity 
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can either be intrusive thus it involves use of signals or non-intrusive that involves the use of 

application or network parameters. This means that intrusive objectivity is more accurate 

though impregnable in terms of live or real traffic monitoring because of the need of the original 

sequence of the traffic from the source. Contrary to this, non-intrusive objectivity seldom needs 

the original sequence of traffic. Therefore objective approaches under ordinary conditions have 

the abi lity to overlook the type of content and the way humans are bound to fee l [54]. To give 

an example, there are various objective approaches and solutions that can analyze pixel by 

pixel and the original signals sent and those that are received to reveal distortions in the signal 

like Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PNSR)[51]. 

An amalgamation of both subjective and objective solutions can be implemented to solve the 

challenges each solution is bound to have. In terms of the network conditions that affect video 

streaming QoE, mapping PS R-to-MOS is the most used mechanism. However. scholars 

in[ 129, 130) deemed the PSNR-to-MOS mechani m defect ive as far as linking the latter to the 

perceived visual quality is concerned. With these findings , a number of changes were suggested 

to boost the accuracy of the estimates. In [57) and [13 1) the improved PSNR-to-MOS 

mechanism was fully accredited. 

Peter and Bjorn in [ 121 ], categorized the various solutions of assessing the network services 

from the user's point of view in 3 ways. As shown in Figure 4-2. these inc lude, Surveying 

Subjective QoE (SSQ), Testing User Perceived QoS (TUQ) and Modelling Media Quality 

(MMQ). SSQ and TUQ mainly focus on gathering subjective feedback from the users while 

MMQ deals with the objective and technical metrics of the network. Figure 2-21 1s a 

summarized analysis of the discussed ways of assessing network quality of service. 
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2.21 Objective Quality Assessment Modelling 

The investigation of user centric QoE versus network centric QoS is still of paramount 

importance. This observation leads the research community to continue persuing and studying 

the various ways of how QoS metrics of a network affect the numerical sections of QoE. It is 

indeed probable to assess and measure QoE and afterwards develop a relationship of network 

QoS parameters with QoE metrics. Further on, it becomes a realistic target to design and model 

QoE-aware QoS mechanisms. Because of this progress, a variety of mechanisms have been 

designed to estimate QoE. In [ 132], ITU standardized the mechani sms in the form of specific 

classifications relying mainly on the individual model type. Much as most research work on 

QoE focuses on assessing and monitoring of QoE [57-60], Management and evaluation of QoE 

has now picked up more interest from different researchers around the world. So, various 

systems and frameworks meant to evaluate and manage QoE can be noticed in these research 

works . Kafetzakis et al in [61] presented a multifaceted framework known as QoE4CLOUD, 

their framework was meant for cloud computing based networks. The various challenges of 

managing cloud applications QoE are well presented by Hobfeld et al in [62] . As far as 

managing QoE in NGMNs is concerned, Gomez et al. [63] presented a network architecture 

that implemented QoE management. Fajardo et al in [64], proposed an administration system 

for QoE with regards to VoIP in 3G UMTS offerings. All in all , with the ever evolving 

technological networking trends in mobility, heterogeneousness of networks and network 

independent mechanisms and solutions remain inevitable. Mu et al in [65] goes on to propose 

an end-to-end multimedia applications QoE management mechanism they named 

QoE2M(QoE- aware Real-time Multimedia Management). This mechanism involves 

controlling the assessment of video and QoS/QoE mapping procedures. The mechanism 

basically detects network congestion times by using resource al location controls that depend 

on collecting network status statistics. In a nutshell the QoE2M mechanism can quickly adjust 
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applications based on the users' gadget means or network status. Much as Mu et al. presented 

a more vigorous way and bringing in the application 's QoE features , they fail to present 

implementation or validation issues [66]. 

Vakili and Gregoire in [67] introduced a QoE mechanism for H264 video. Vakili and Gregoire 

make use of subjective simulations in assessing perceived video quality by the end users as a 

way of finding answers for the various effects of frame rate and quantization on perceived 

video and video data bit rate. The authors also go on to present a direct way of assessing the 

least transitional hop 's bandwidth on each path at the same time continue to forward video 

traffic. The onl y limitation of this mechanism is that it restricts the type of video and size of 

the videos. 

Kim et al in [68] introduces an " in-service feedback QoE mechanism" . With this 

mechanism, feedback from end users is received immediately there ' s a bad experience with the 

service. Basically, the collected feedback data from the poorly satisfied end-users, network 

routers, and data from application servers is easily analyzed to trace the errors, etc. But again, 

just like with the QoE2M mechani sm in [66], there was no implementation and validation of 

the findings. 

Agboma and Liotta in [31] went on to propose their QoE mechanism with different QoE 

models for different kinds of multimedia content for basic mobile gadgets. Further on, this 

mechanism focused on the use of statistical mapping QoS parameters to user perception. In this 

approach, the vestibule where the service quality in the eyes of the user starts to decline is well 

defined. The downside of this is that, Agboma and Liotta only focused on ways to maximize 

end-user quality and they do not consider the impact of the 'network or how to optimize the 

usage of network resources [3 I] . 
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An IPTV QoE mechanism was presented by Lloret et al in [69]. This mechanism was 

implemented between the end user's network and the Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

architecture; this mechanism further implements a "process" to collect information from the 

two architectures . The main purpose of this collected information is to execute the necessary 

roles within the network to avoid unnecessary network congestion hence avoiding loss of 

packets. Although this is a significant progress, it doesn' t consider the effect on the network 

neither does it maximize network resources, thi s is because , the mechanism in charge of 

admission control to deliver the right IPTV service to end users of all the channels doesn't put 

this consideration into context. 

Despite a lot of research work focusing on presenting QoE/QoS mechanisms to manage QoE, 

literature still exists on scheduling, bandwidth management, admission control and congestion 

control. For example, Piamrat et al. in [70] presents a QoE-dri ven admiss ion control 

framework for IEEE wireless networks. In thi s work, an average Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 

on all live connections are calculated. If the result of the MOS is greater than the desired level, 

then another connection can be allowed, otherwise no connection is allowed. 

Another QoE-mechanism was presented by Gallo et al in [71 ]. The main components of this 

mechanism include the application. user and QoS aspects of the network . The results from 

Gallo et al indicated that their mechanism was able to map QoE to QoS and thus benefit QoE 

management. However, the mechanism doesn't evaluate QoE since it only focuses on mapping 

QoE to QoS parameters, leading to the QoE management implementations gap currently in 

networking research, which is failure to implement and validate the mechanism. 

Once again, in this thesis we introduce an independent mechanism that is compatible enough 

with other technologies. The mechanism monitors and evaluates QoE trends with reference 

to user perceptions. Using both subjecti ve lab environment simulations and simulated 
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environment testing is key in making sure the mechanism is implemented and validated, an 

aspect that different research works as discussed above weren't able to perform. 

The next section presents the five models used in accessing objective network quality. 

2.21.1 Bit-stream model 

The Bit-stream model is a new model that bridges the gap between the media-layer and the 

packet layer models. This model uses the various features of a bit-stream to derive quality 

through extracting and analyzing the bit-stream codes. 

2.21.2 Parametric planning model 

This model uses the network metrics plans as the input, however for this model to 

successfull y work, it needs to have all the previous information about the system being 

tested. 

2.21.3 Parametric packet-layer model 

The parametric packet-layer model u es packet header information to anticipate the probable 

effects on QoE. The model doesn't require the media signal to do this. Thus, the model doesn't 

pay attention to the information payload. The main short-coming of this is that the model may 

experience a sizeable amount of challenges in evaluating QoE of any content. 

2.21.4 Hybrid model 

This model uses a mixture of the other models for QoE prediction. It is considered to be 

quite effective since it uses a lot of information during QoE prediction. 
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2.21.5 Media layer model 

The media layer model depends on the analysis of the signals of media by the help of the Human 

Visual System. However, the absence of media signals can easi ly render this model iJTelevant 

for use. 

2.22 Mapping subjective scores to objective indices 

Mapping subjective scores to objective scores is one in which a relationship between QoE and 

QoS can be established. There are mainly two ways in which QoE can be mapped to QoS. 

These are: the bottom-up method and top-down method. The bottom-up method is when 

mapping is done starting from the network itself (QoS) and the top-down method involves 

beginning the mapping from the user's side (QoE). These two methods can therefore be merged 

as shown in Figure 2-22. 
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As far as mapping the parameters is concerned, models that will always use optimization 

techniques will always outperform the other models. The literature to be reviewed in this 

section will prove this. Another aspect to be understood is that mapping functions become 

inevitable whenever objective quality of video (VQ) has to be linked to subjective QoE mean 

opinion score (MOSp). This is mainly because the ranges of objective indices of quality and 

the subjective QoE scores are always different. The process of mapping VQ to MOSp can either 

be linear or non-linear. 

2.22.1 Linear mapping function 

This function is only used when the objective indices of quality and subjective QoE scores 

are uniformly scaled; thus a result of the same arithmetic difference correlates to the equally 

perceived difference in quality above the aggregate range [133]. 

M p =al+ a2 * V 

Where VQ is the objective quality of video; 

MOSp is QoE mean opinion score; 

a land a2 are parameters. (2) 

In equation 2, a linear point in between the VQ values and MOS scores is used to derive the 

parameters al and a2. This makes it possible to assess the objective metric. The MOSp 

results can now be realized, and lastly the scores that are predicted can also be linked to 

authentic scores. However, the uniformity of the objective quality scales remains 

questionable. Because of thi s cloud of doubt, the linear mapping function casts a despondent 

reflection on quality performance. 

2.22.2 Non-linear mapping functions 

In order to overcome the setback presented on the linear mapping functions in Section 4.6.1 

above, non-linear mapping functions are used. Basically, the latter produces more 
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interrelations compared to the linear mapping functions. The research community and 

network developers ctmently make use of the fo llowing mapping functions; 

1. Logistic functions represented as shown in Equation 3: 

ul 
M Sp = -------

1+e (-u2*(V -u3)] · 

11. Cubic functions repre ented as shown in Equation 4: 

111. Exponential functions represented as shown in Equation 5: 

M P = e. (a2 * V ) * al+ exp (a4 * V ) * a3 . 

1v. Logarithmic functions represented as shown in Equation 6: 

M p=al-a21Iog(V )I. 

v. Power functions as shown in Equation 7: 

M p = al * V Q "2 + a3. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The various mapping functions compare quite well with the different measurements of QoE 

and QoS [ 18]. 

2.23 Different approaches in interrelating QoS to QoE 

In order to answer research question 3 (RQ3) and realize the research objective 3 (R03) of this 

work, and to generally achieve a further broader understanding of our research topic, we 

identified a few modelling approaches from the various works of other scholars. This section 

therefore analyses and reviews these approaches. 

2.23.1 VQM-BASED Mapping Model 

In [ 127] , the authors did suggest a multidimen ional hierarchy of mapping QoS to QoE; in this 

approach, Video Quality Metric(VQM) represented QoE [ 134] . The authors in this work 
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present VQM as a function of QoS inn-dimensions, where n in this case represents the number 

of the various parameters of QoS and it is implemented using Equation 8: 

VQM = f(QoSpl, QoSp2, ... QoSpn) (where QoSp is QoS parameter). (8) 

Delay, packet loss and jitter were the three parameters of QoS that were considered in the work. 

The VQM scores were produced using the NTIA General Model [135]. In order to forecast 

the QoE of streaming video from the QoS conditions, a formula was derived using the analyzed 

emulation results. With the help of the curve fitting tool known as IstOpt [127] in which n = 2, 

Equation 8 was derived to give the mathematical expression of the VQM function. Equation 9 

generated the final result. 

(9) 

In the Equation 9, Xl represented jitter and X2 represented the percentage of packet loss. Four 

video samples were used to obtain the VQM score variation with the packet loss ratio. The 

results showed that packet loss increased along with the VQM score. This portrayed an 

occurrence of negative QoE. Likewise, the four video samples had their VQM score 

dependence on jitter and delay recorded. Equation 9 was verified using the other emulation 

results coming from the other samples of video. onetheless, question marks remain on 

Equation 9. This is because there is no sufficient proof that QoS-to-QoE mapping takes place. 

It is because of this finding that further conglomerate curve fitting solutions are still required. 

The study mainly concentrated on the network layer QoS parameters. 

The authors in [28] did also suggest looking at the interrelation between QoS and VQM as a 

quality metric, of which it is also seen as a QoE indicator. 
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2.23.2 Statistical Analysis QoE Modelling 

The authors in [136] made an effort to cut down on the demand to curry out subjective studies 

by suggesting and presenting a model that would greatly rely on limited subjective testing. In 

this study the authors issued different users with a similar video either in ascending or 

descending quality order. By using the method of limits, [ 137] each user/viewer identified the 

stage where a distortion in quality was worth noting. To forecast group memberships out of a 

set of quantitative variables, discriminate analysis(DA)[ 138] was used. By using arithmetic 

equations and derivations, group memberships were separated. The equations that were derived 

are termed as discriminant functions, these are mainly used for purposes of prediction. Equation 

10 gives the general function formula: 

Where, f1<. = forecast discriminant value of m in category k; 

Xii< = forecaster's quantitative value of m in category k ; 

u1 = variable i, for i = l ... ... , p Coefficients. 

( I 0) 

I Nwu / LIBRAR-y__ 

In the research work, the bitrate and frame rate were used as video parameters for six video 

content categories and three exclusive nodes. Authors of the research work went ahead to 

elaborate that, in order to benefit from efficient network utili zat ion and maximization of user 

perceived quali ty, all other issues and factors relating to the video coding parameters and 

content have to be recognized. The model 's accuracy on each node yielded 83. 9% for laptops, 

76.9% for mobile phones and 86.6% for PD As. Nonetheless, because of the statistical method 

used to construct these prediction models, the model lacked a favorable degree of accuracy. 

Furthermore, during implementation, there was no consideration for QoS parameters at the 
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Network Layer. The work presented in [139] also employed the statistical anal ysis model as a 

gateway for QoE optimization during video streaming. 

2.23.3 Machine Learning based QoE models 

Research work in [ 136] which was also extended further in [ 140], prediction models on QoE 

were implemented through the use of machine learning methods, thus there is recognizable use 

of deci sion trees[ 141 ] and support vector machines(SYM)[ 142]. The various models that were 

implemented in these works performed with an impressive accuracy of 90% and above. The 

estimates in these works used cross-validation technique[l43]. Through validating the 

Decision Tree (DT) model 's accuracy of three nodes, mobile phones achieved a 93.55%, 

laptops achieved 95.46% accuracy and PDAs - 90.29%. As far as the SVM model was 

concerned, mobile phones yielded an accuracy of 88.95%, laptops-9 1.45% and PDAs-89.38%. 

An observation on the two methods was made and the authors concluded that the two methods 

outperformed the method used in [ 136] i.e., Discriminate Analysis (DA). Nonetheless , in 

[ I 44] it is indicated that the error percentage of the models fat Is between I 0% and 20%. The 

authors in [ 145] likewise implemented an objective QoE model using SYM and DT. They went 

ahead to compare the models with other various Machine Learning techniques, these included 

Random Forest(RF), eural Networks ( et), Naive Bayes ( B) and kNearest Neighbors 

(k- ). The results of the research work showed that RF 's performance was more recognizable 

than the other techniques studied. 

Another study that was presented by the authors in [144] presented a technique that could 

straight away be linked the QoE scores to QoS parameters based on the analogous QoE level 

through a WiMAX network. A Multiplier Artificial eural Network (ANN) was used to 

estimate QoE. Network QoS metrics were then identified and chosen to be the input layer, and 

output layer was made up of VQM, PS R, MOS and SSIM. The ANN technique was 
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configured and tested to generate the accurate weights. A database of video was used to 

estimate and gather results. The database was further broken down into three smaller groups; 

these included, 70% training for ANN, 15% testing for the database and another 15% to certify 

the process of training of the database. With the completion of training of the A N model , 

there was an establishment of the relationship between the input layer and the output layer. The 

findings and results of the work indicated that the model proposed is able to maintain the 

accuracy in prediction. The implemented model also had the ability to change the network 

parameters and receive an optimal output as a way of satisfying the user's need. Nonetheless, 

a bigger database is required to be the input for the neural network while coping with the other 

scenarios. Furthermore, the suggested model did not depend on any human interactions thus 

there was no wastage of time. 

The authors in [ 146], [ I 4 7] and [ 148] also employed the A method to alter the input 

parameters as a way of acquiring the desirable output for user needs. In essence, for the AN 

method to be successful, the model needs to know the non-linear links that exist between QoS 

and QoE. 

In[ I 49], the authors presented two different models that use MOS to anticipate video quality. 

An Adaptive Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) was chosen as the benchmark for the first model 

and the other model was benchmarked with non-linear regression analysis. The authors went 

ahead to inspect how QoS affects video end-to-end quality of the encoded H.264. They also 

looked into how models with radio link loss are affected over UMTS networks. During their 

experiments, the authors combined both application and physical layer parameters to have the 

models adapt to the network; an un een dataset was then used to validate the models. The 

results generated from these experiments showed that both models had the ability to accurately 

predict outcomes. The conclusion that the authors arrived at was that the selection process of 

parameters is very essential in achieving a good reliable and accurate result. Therefore the 
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models discussed in this section still have to be validated using subjective testing. The other 

scholars especially in [6] also employed the ANFIS technique in order to ascertain that there 's 

a normal relationship between QoS parameters that have an effect on QoE along with the 

perceived QoE. 

2.23.4 Crowdsourcing for subjective simulations as a QoE model 

QoE modelling and assessment for online video streaming was a chal lenge for the applications 

that depend on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), e.g., YouTube. The authors in [ 150] 

did find the solution to this challenge. In their work, they implemented a model of QoE that 

mapped video breaking and stalling situations to ratings of the users. The breaks and stallings 

were mainly caused by various bottlenecks within the network. The authors went ahead to 

further propose a subjective assessment method for evaluating QoE based on the principle of 

crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing involves obtaining a service, an idea or feedback using open 

calls to a big group of randomly selected people online. To carry out the different online user 

surveys, the platform of microworkers I crowdsourcing [ 151] was used. In order to refine and 

analyze the diversity in users, the SOS hypothesis was employed [ 152] . Examples of diversity 

issues that were considered prior to investigating the various factors that affect YouTube's QoE 

included, rating uncertainties, impairment sensitivity. the quality expectations of the individual 

users and types of users. The findings and results of this study showed that video stalling 

situations indeed influence QoE. However, there were no findings on recognizable effects by 

the other factors such as age, the level of using the internet and type of video content. The 

authors observed that various users will be able to accommodate at least a single stalling or 

break in video for about three seconds on each clip but eventuall y if these breaks increase, the 

dissatisfaction levels will also increase. onetheless, because of the anonymous nature of the 

users in the platform of crowdsourcing and general control, it is only fair to assume a realistic 

level of reliability. Among these users, there could be a couple who may hand in low quality 
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work as a way of maximizing payments while at the same time not putting in much effort. It is 

for this reason that it becomes inevitable to design and develop a more practical and 

sophisticated model that will be able to assess the legitimacy, trustworthiness and quality of 

the users being used in the experiments. Crowdsourcing as an approach was also used in [ 145] 

to gather QoE data in order to assess the quality of network services. 

2.23.5 Resource Arbitration based QoE modelling 

In[ 119], the authors presented a framework that estimates QoE based on the thesis that in order 

to accomplish improved QoE, all parameters of QoS should be well reconciled and 

consolidated rather than focusing on each independently. Application and Network QoS 

metrics were weighted and defined by a standalone QoE factor. The authors argued that QoE 

should be measured as a function of Application Quality of Service (AQoS) and Network 

Quality of Service (NQoS), as shown in Equation 11 . 

Q f(A ,N ) ( 11) 

Based on the above thesis, the authors in the study went ahead to design a resource arbitration 

mechan ism. Further experiments were carried out using a network enabled QoS and user 

replies from software representatives where the u ers physically al tered values on the network 

layer and application layers in order to implement QoE. To do all these, the authors used the 

DSCQS tool [ I 53] to engage with users to poll their satisfaction or di ssatisfaction of the 

service. After this , PSNRs were then correlated using prioritization mechanisms. Jitter, packet 

loss and delay were the chosen metrics which were dynamically altered in order to increase 

QoE. The results of this work showed that QoE can be improved by network arbitration, 

signifying that the synergy between Application and etwork layer arbitration can successfully 

administer improved QoE. Nonetheless, if at all there was any observation of a positive change 
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in video quality, this was entirely because of a drop in the quality of the other media services. 

The model presented in the work however targets only the NQoS parameters. 

2.23.6 Consideration of environment and equipment factors in QoE modelling. 

In order to make the use of network resources more profitable, use of scheduling algorithms in 

QoE modelling is gaining essence in the research community. The authors in [154] , presented 

a scheduling algorithm known as QoE-Based Scheduling(QBS). The idea involving both 

equipment and env ironmental factors , was to make the development of this Video QoE model 

a successful endeavor. These factors greatly impacted the QoE of a user absolutely with 

reference to network QoS. In this work, bit rate and throughput were the main QoS parameters 

that were focused on. The main task at hand for the authors was to examine and assess the 

hardware and the parameters of the environment using the user 's equipment. Subsequently, the 

quality of the network signal would then be acclimatized based on the results from the 

simulations as a way of adhering to the needs of the user. After examining the results, the 

authors observed that, by applying the QBS algorithm. user sati sfaction greatly improved more 

especiall y for those users who had limited resources. They argued that, agents in the 

surrounding environment such as shak ing, noise, light , etc., resulted in reflecting various levels 

of QoE of the user. In one of their concluding remarks, the authors attest that, recognizable 

QoE is indeed achievable through the provision of signals with a high quality towards 

sophisticated devices with a profound interference from surroundings and the reverse is true. 

onetheless, the authors went further to recommend that the QBS algorithm requires more 

optimization , and that deeper user simulations on QoE are needed with a variety of scenarios 

while including more QoS parameters . 
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2.23.7 Quantitative and Qualitative Assessment based QoE modelling 

Qualitative and quantitative assessment approaches are yet the other ways of modeling QoE. 

In [ 155] , a merger of the Rough Set Theory(RST) [ 156] and (Catalog, Categorize and 

Analyze)-qualitati ve and quantitative approaches respecti vely to assess network quality ,is 

wi tnessed. The impact combining QoS parameters wi th AQoS parameters along with the 

content features over QoE were also emulated and evaluated by the authors. With reference to 

the quantitati ve as essment, the authors observed that the various categories of video content 

need separate QoS support levels and that QoS and AQoS parameters do also have their own 

levels of impact on QoE. On the other hand, during qualitative assessment, the authors observed 

that video clips that were relati vely slow received few adverse remarks than the fas t-paced 

video clips. Likewise, more adverse remarks were received for the two types of clips as NQoS 

kept on varying. However, there were no variations in the bit rate of video reported. Therefore 

with the presented results, it was concluded that bearings within the comments qualitative in 

nature. mostl y matched the quantitative data evaluations. 

This study only presented four QoS parameters as far as the implementation of this model was 

concerned ; this made the findings look slightly perceptive. Nonetheless, within an actual 

environment, the influencing fac tors are bound to increase which ultimately makes the striking 

of a link or interdependence amongst them a challenging task. 

2.24 Summarized findings of studies that confirm links between QoS and QoE 

Fiedler et al [ 157], confirmed that there is indeed an exponent ial interrelation between QoS 

and QoE. In thi s work, the authors presented an exponent ial interdependency of QoE and QoS 

(IQX) hypothesis. The formul a used in this work mainly related to the various changes in QoE 

in relationship to QoS up to the present stage of QoE. According to the results, the 

approximations presented turned out to be of more quality compared to the logarithmic 
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approximations. The authors recommended the use of the IQX hypothesis whenever 

investigating the links between QoE and QoS parameters. 

Siller et al in [ 119) made a conclusion that through the use of prioritization mechanisms, 

network arbitration can greatly improve Network QoE, thus the authors conclude in their work 

emphasizing that QoE can get much better whenever the parameters of QoS are conciliated in 

an integral manner compared to doing it independently. 

The authors in[ 127), sought to propose a mechanism that would use an objective approach to 

mapping QoE to QoS where Video Quality Metric(VQM) would be used to indicate the status 

of QoE. The mechanism had the ability to source the VQM scores and use them to map QoS 

parameters to QoE as far as video quality is concerned. 

The model that was developed in [136) by Agboma et al sought out to explain how QoE metrics 

are captured. The authors used a statistical modelling technique to interrelate QoS parameters 

with QoE and perception estimates. The results in this work indicated that with the 

implementation of the model, PDAs had an accuracy of 86.6%, Laptops: 83 .9% and Mobile 

phones 76.9%. Their conclusion was that it is indeed possible for network administrators and 

operators to foresee QoE and be able to apportion the available network QoS resources 

appropriately. 

Menkovski et al[ 140) proposed a novel approach to implement an adaptive and accurate 

prediction model for QoE using machine learning classification algorithms mainly based on 

subjective data. The novel models developed are mainly used for real world applications. The 

results indicate a success rate in accuracy of above 90%, thus the "J48_model" produced 

93.55% for mobile phones, 95.46% for Laptops and 90.29% for PDAs. "The SMO" model 

produced 88.59%, 89 .38% for PD As and 91 .45% for Laptops. 
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The model presented by Kim et al in [158) evaluated IPTV QoE since network providers of 

IPTV require methods of controlling QoE whenever users become dissatisfied with the quality 

of video streaming. To achieve thi s, the authors had to first thoroughly analyze the QoS 

parameters of jitter, del ay, throughput and packet loss which influencing QoE. The model 

pre ented was able to predict user QoE within the network environment provided and also 

evaluate the service itself. 

The authors in [ 149) proved that a better prediction accuracy in video quality is achievable but 

only when the appropriate parameters is selected. The authors contend that NQoS parameters 

are bound to sensitively affect video quality compared to the AQoS. The authors went on to 

conclude that the model s developed would be in posi tion to assist in the development of a 

reference-free video prediction model and control methods for QoS for streaming video over 

UMTS networks. 

It is of great importance to clearly understand the relationship between QoS and QoE. The 

authors in [6] ran simulations of video streaming in a typical broadband network with 

alternating QoS parameters such as packet loss, packet reordering and bit rates. Sample users 

were then required to give quantitative feedback. The results showed an exponential link 

between Perceived Video Quality (PVQ) and the QoS parameters. The authors confirmed that 

QoS management, PVC and network performance are indeed linked. 

Han et al in [154) , identified a lack of network optimization past implementation of QoS 

leading to unsatisfying results especially from the user' s side. Their solution was to find means 

of amending resource allocation in wireless networks by intensifying on user QoS in order to 

further intensify user QoE. The simulation results harvested indicated that there was an 

improvement in user sati sfaction after QBS algorithms were implemented most especially as 

far as the users with limited resources were concerned . The authors concluded that. in order to 
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realize an efficient network resource utilization and achieve user satisfaction, the latter' s 

hardware, equipment and environmental concerns had to be put into context. 

The authors in [ 155] came to a conclusion that firstly. different content types needed different 

QoS support levels. Secondly, AQoS and NQoS parameters affected QoE differently. This 

conclusion was arrived at after the authors used the Rough Set Theory to quantitatively assess 

and evaluate the impact of QoS parameters and content features on QoE. 

Koumaras et al in [ 159] presented a framework to predict MPEG-based video sequences end

to-end quality. In this work, the authors implemented two discrete models; the first model was 

to predict video quality basing on signal encoding and the second model was to map QoS 

parameters to the degeneration in the quality of video. From the experiments in this work, the 

authors achieved their goal because the presented framework overcame the various 

predicaments of QoS parameter mapping to video quality degeneration. 

The authors in [147] , presented and implemented a mechanism to evaluate PVQ streams in 

packet networks by using artificial neural networks. The tool used in the evaluation was able 

to accurately predict MOS results. After analys is of the results, the authors realized that the 

conventional QoS parameters which are controlled by MPEG-4 codecs showed weak 

consequences on the PVQ streams. This is contrary to the recommendation that effective 

network development requires the protection of video flows. This yet another observation that 

QoS and QoE are interrelated. 

Network bottlenecks in real time streaming applications have become prevalent lately. The 

authors in [ 148] , proposed and presented psych-acoustic-vis ual models that predict multimedia 

appl ication QoE. The results presented in this work show that the models presented are indeed 

well placed to monitor and allocate resources (QoS parameter based) within content delivery 

networks. 
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Mok et al in [160], investigated the interrelation amongst Http video streaming QoS, NQoS 

,AQoS and QoE. The authors used empirical evaluation and analytical models to establish the 

link between AQoS and NQoS. Secondly, they carried out subjective experiments to assess 

AQoS and AQoE. From the results of the experiments, the authors concluded that; the most 

critical factor in QoE variations is the rate and frequency of rebufferring. 

In terms of network flow management, Elkotob et al in [139] presented a mechanism that 

permitted a mobile device to always be extremely alert of the finest available access network 

with the best resources for the ensuing available interval. The authors recommended the 

mechanism to network operators who may have that need to maintain user QoE while 

optimizing network QoS resources. 

The authors in [145], investigated the various factors that affect QoE in cloud based video 

streaming applications. Network parameters (QoS), video features , terminal features and used 

types were identified as the main factors. From the described methods of collecting QoE data 

(MOS) and the use of machine learning (ML) methods to categorize the QoE data, the authors 

observed Decision Tree (OT) as the method with the desired performance in terms of the Mean 

Absolute Deviation (MAD) rate in comparison with the other algorithms. However, upon the 

authors carrying a statistical classification analysis, the results reflected the Random Forest 

(RF) method outperforming the OT method. 

2.25 Conclusion 

Having carefully reviewed in detail the literature surrounding the relationships between QoS 

and QoE through the use of interrelation models presented by different scholars, we can 

conclude that the main aim of all these models are twofold: first, to realize QoE based on QoS 

and secondly to implement the relevant QoS controls with the expected QoE. As observed in 

this chapter, numerous researchers presented different models meant for different multimedia 
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and content types. It was seen that different measurement mechanisms exist for the different 

media types and possess different operational and computational requirements. Based on this 

observation, it remains challenging to present and discuss the level of efficiency of the various 

models mainly because there is no standard to follow. Further on, QoE isn't adequately 

described anywhere in these works. Much as relationships exist between QoS parameters and 

QoE, the effects QoS has on QoE is yet to be clearly understood and the fa ilure to have a 

standard method to quantitatively link QoS to QoE remains absent. The majority of the current 

mapping models are mainly skewed towards predicting QoE. Therefore, it is this observation 

that continues to motivate more researchers to try and present methodologies that will be 

efficient in interrelating QoS to QoE basing their models and mechanisms on statistical , 

quantitative and subjective metrics. 

The literature reviewed in this section also showed that the simulated optimization techniques 

in the various research works had the ability to adapt to the models and realize an optimal 

relationship between QoE metrics and QoS parameters . The degree of success of the 

optimization techniques solely depended on the ability of the various models to adapt to the 

non-linear links of QoS to QoE. 

Having reviewed these works, interrelating challenges of QoS to QoE remain. Therefore there 

is sti ll a desire to clearly pick out and understand the various QoE factors that impact on a 

service and how they may affect each other. Caution however remains on those factors that 

may be complicated to measure. For example, context information on the user could go a long 

way in contextualizing QoE, however there could be a price to pay in terms of privacy and 

security issues. Lastly, it is recommended that quantifiable subjective metrics be used in 

modelling of user behavior. Then, the results from any simulations have to be carefully 

evaluated to make it possible to identify the pivotal factors that may influence QoE and 
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desirable QoS parameters. All this will in turn be used as input in achieving admissible 

optimization strategies for implementing QoE. 

2.26 Chapter Review 

In this chapter, the most recent implementations and innovations from various authors on 

NGMNs were presented. The chapter presented the various challenges that NGMNs 

experience, it is also in this chapter that RQI, RQ2, RO3 and RO I, RO2, RO3 respectively 

were all addressed. Video Streaming is one of the many innovations that has benefited from 

the recent advancement of NGMNs, the chapter presented different works on the various video 

models that exist, video compression, video formats, types of video streaming among others. 

The chapter also went ahead to present the communication ecosystem as a key component of 

all innovations around NGMNs. The chapter then presented works from various authors 

concerning QoE and QoS testing in test-bed living lab settings. It also presented what it takes 

to improve QoS in mobile networks. The discussion mainly centered on improving faster web 

downloads. avoiding video stalling during streaming and subscriber usage of roaming 

services, among others. A comparison between User centric and Techno centric QoE 

approaches was also done in this chapter. The chapter then went ahead to give a detailed 

discussion on the previous work done on QoE layers, various approaches of QoE measurement, 

how the models of objective quality assessment are classified and then how subjective QoE 

scores can be mapped to objective QoS scores. During this phase, work by other authors that 

was done to establish relationships between QoS and QoE was also evaluated and we came to 

a conclusion, the task of mapping QoS to QoE remains a great challenge and yet this task is 

used as a yard stick in assessing service quality as far as multimedia applications and networks 

are concerned. From the literature reviewed, majority of the analysed models did source their 

subjective metrics from the users by using MOS. It is with this evidence that much as QoS-to

QoE interrelating models exist now, the majority of these models merely try to predict QoE. 
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Because of this, these models remain application-specific on top of having contrasting 

operational and computational requirements. This is the major motivation behind the ever 

growing need to focus investigations on user-centric QoE vis-a-vis net centric QoS parameters 

while establishing mapping functions between the two. Therefore, the chapter concluded by 

presenting the answer to RQ3 by confirming that indeed the link between QoS parameters and 

QoE metrics exists, however based on the literature reviewed, there is still a lot that needs to 

be done to achieve more network performance in terms of resource optimization and user 

satisfaction. The next chapter introduces the research methodology that was used to answer 

RQ4 and achieve R04. 
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CHAPTER3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

The main contribution of this work mainly includes implementing a successful independent 

user centered QoE and QoS monitoring and evaluation mechanism to monitor video streaming 

in Next Generation Mobile Networks. This chapter concentrates on introducing the various 

concepts behind the model ling, testing and implementation of the mechanism mentioned in 

R04 in chapter 1. The chapter begins by introducing the research methodologies that exist to 

execute scientific research. It then introduces the methodology that was used in this thesis. This 

is done through describing a QoS/QoE administration system that mainly has three layers of 

operation. The description of these layers sets the scene for the deployment of the mechanism. 

3.2 Introduction 

A research methodology is a way of gathering information that will help in making specific 

decisions. The process of gathering this information may involve the use of both primary and 

secondary research methods or also known as qualitative and quantitative research 

methods[l61]. The two are briefly discussed below. 

3.2.1 Quantitative Research Methods 

In 2007, Holland and Brook[ 162] presented quantitative research methods as ways of executing 

experiment-based studies or investigations. In this method of research execution, opinions and 

views of various scholars, academics and authors on a particular area of research where 

research information is collected, analyzed and findings discussed. As already hinted, articles, 

papers, case studies, journals, book chapters, theses and web documents are some of the 

different types of secondary data sources that are used in can-ying out quantitative research. 
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3.2.2 Qualitative Research Method 

Collis and Hussey in [163] , emphasized that actually the various ways in which humans behave 

and act in different situations play a crucial role in executing qualitative research. In 

comparison with quantitative research methods, the sources of data when out carrying 

quantitative research are much more reliable and spot on since they may include views and 

opinions from various research candidates, basically this impetuous information that has no 

authors' opinions. Qualitative research mainly depends on research interviews, surveys and 

focus groups as the primary sources of data. Thus, questionnaires in thi s method play a key 

role since questions of research to be answered can be pre-fixed and analyzed when designing 

the questionnaires. 

3.2.3 Mixed Research Methods 

A mixed research method involves using both qualitative and quantitative methods to execute 

a research project. According to Gibbs [164], all sources of data are employed in drawing 

conclusions about a research problem. This method is mainly used if and when there's a need 

to get authors' opinions and human opinions on a key issue being investigated. This method 

can employ any of the following techniques to execute the research: Research interviews; 

research surveys; research questionnaires; focus groups; scholarly articles; individual and 

company case studies; peer reviewed journals and expert reviewed web documents. Thus in 

our work we employed the mixed research method since it both involves experiments and 

collecting of user opinions through using Mean Opinion Score (MOS) tool. We later elaborate 

on how the tool is used. 

3.3 Methodology used in the thesis 

To further execute the research successfully and achieve the objectives and the main goal of 

this research, the main research techniques used are further presented in this section: 
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3.3.1 NGMNs State-of-the Art review 

An in depth state-of-the art review on the key areas of NGMN research work was done in 

Chapter 2. In order to find the answers to RQ I , RQ2 and RQ3 and also achieve research 

objectives RO! , RO2 and RO3. 

3.3.2 QoS/QoE Administration Mechanism 

The QoS/QoE administration mechanism presented in this section is a portion of the complete 

customer experience administration mechanism (CEAM) that is illustrated in Figure 3.1. This 

CEAM has three layers: data acquisition, monitoring and control. In order to fully define the 

CEAM, the presence of the data acquisition and monitoring levels is very essential. We briefly 

describe these two in our work since the main focus of our research contribution centres on the 

control layer. The data acquisition layer is mainly in charge of collecting all raw data using 

active probes or passive probes which are nonintrusive network monitoring agents. The passive 

probes collect data without causing additional traffic overhead on the network and usually they 

are transparent to the other components of the network. On the other hand, active probes send 

dedicated measurement packets to benchmark the network performance. A measurement 

layout usually consists of two or more probes performing independent measurements and 

possibly exchanging information among themselves. Nonetheless, layouts with a single point 

measure are achievable. This, in most cases, leads to measurable parameters which are smaller. 

For example, accurately estimating one-way delay with a single measurement point is not 

feasib le in general. 

On the monitoring level , the raw data produced by the data acqui sition layer is processed into 

knowledge about the state of the network, which is in turn passed to the control level. The 

control level then performs actions on the network based on the collected knowledge. At this 
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level, we have three other essential components: the control manager, intervention manager 

and policies. These components are further described in subsections that follow in this section. 
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■ Control Manager ( CM) 

The CM is responsible for determining the network condition and take the necessary decisive 

action that the intervention manager will perform. There are three parameters which control 

the decision process of the control manager. These are: policies; performance indicators 

(Per _Ind) and performance models (Pe_ Mo). Therefore, the CM can be seen as a relation 

depicted in equation (11): 

CM = Per_Ind * Pe_ Mo ➔ Decision (11) 

a) Policies. 

Policies involve the various guidelines and bounds that the network operator sets. Equation 

( 12) presents these policies as a collection of network constraints as far as the field of operation 

is concerned. In the case of ISPs, policies are likely to be based on service level agreements 

(SerLevAg) policies (SLAP) and subscriber policies (SubsPol) . Application policy (AppPol) 

is used more seldom but it is still important to this mechanism. 

Policy= AppPollSubsPollSerLevAgl ( 12) 

b) Performance lndicators(Per _Ind) 

Performance indicators measure the current performance of the network. A common set of 

performance metrics are the QoS indicators (QoS ln) such as packet loss, jitter and delay. Other 

parameters are also discretionary, e.g, time to establish a connection, time for address allocation 

and average response time of some services. QoE indicators (QoEln) , such as Mean Opinion 

Score (MOS), MOS estimations, Peak-to-Signal Noise ratio (PSNR) and Mean Squared Error 

(MSE) are defined under QoE indicators (QoEin). Since these options are not mutuall y 

exclusive, we define performance indicators to be a set of QoS, QoE and other metrics, this 

definition is represented in equation (13). 
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Per_Ind = QoSinlQoEinlOtherlnd (13) 

Performance indicators express the current condition of the network, but we are also interested 

to know how control decisions affect the network QoS-parameters, and how a change in QoS 

parameters in turn affects QoE. In our mechanism, these types of frameworks are called 

performance models. 

c) Performance Models(Per_Mod): 

Performance models as shown in equation (14) hold a key role within the control manager 

especially where the need to optimize other parameters becomes inevitable to achieve 

favourable QoE. Examples of these parameters may include; costs, resource ut ilization and 

power consumption. 

Per_Mod = QoSModlQoEModl ( 14) 

These models, along with a possible addition of usage models (Equations 15 and 16), can be 

used to estimate QoE (EstQoE) or QoS performance: 

EstQoE = Per_Ind * QoEMod ➔ QoEln 

EstQoS = Per_Ind * QoSMod ➔ QoSln 

(15) 

( 16) 

The control manager integrates the data provided by the three information sources (i.e. , 

policies, performance models and performance indicators). This data is used in the control 

decision module to make corrective actions on the network. The actions are executed by the 

intervention manager, which is presented in Section 3.4. There is no restriction of what actions 

can or should be taken, but as the mechanism is designed for a network-level means of 

operation, we limit the possible actions to the following items and shown in equation (17): 

Action = ProvisionA I ShapingA I MarkingAI 
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AcceeCtrlA I HandoverAI AlertA 1- (17) 

The decisions are in respective order, dynamic network resource provisioning (ProvisionA), 

packet/traffic shaping (ShapingA), packet marking (MarkingA) for ensuing control, per-user 

or per-session access control (AcceeCtrlA), horizontal (HandoverA) and/or vertical handover 

and alerting (AlertA) the network operator. These control mechanisms are also discussed in 

Section 3.4. The last element required for the control manager is the decision, which is simply 

a list of actions as equation (18) shows: 

Decision = [Action] (18) 

In simple cases, the decision can be a single action. In the prototype presented later in Chapter 

4, we combine several actions in the decision process to deal with different scenarios and to 

mitigate quality degradations . 

3.4 QoE Intervention Manager 

The intervention manager is a physical device on the network which incorporates the necessary 

tools to actualize the decisions set by the control manager. Thi_s component may act upon all 

traffic traversing the point of control, traffic flows of certain users or applications, or individual 

packets, depending on the given task. 

3.4.1 Dynamic Network Resource Provisioning 

Dynamic network resource provisioning is the act of augmenting or re-distributing network 

resources, either adaptively during congestion or statically for certain services or users. This 

can be done through bandwidth reallocation or re-routing traffic. 
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3.4.2 Shaping 

Traffic shaping enforces certain performance bounds on different types of traffic. The focus of 

this mechanism is to limit the throughput of certain users or services, e.g., peer-2-peer traffic. 

The same method can also be used to throttle down other traffic in order to give better 

performance to certain users or services. In other words, shaping allows the establ ishment of 

traffic classes with different priorities . Also, an important aspect in traffi c shaping is that if 

certain traffi c is restricted to enter the outgoing link, the packets of that traffi c are queued 

instead of j ust being dropped, which results in an increase in de.lay instead of in packet losses 

(unless a buffer overflow occurs). 

3.4.3 Access Control 

If the control manager detects that the network does not have enough capacity to meet any new 

resource requirements, access control which is also known as admiss ion control is one way to 

prevent traffic from congesting the network. Access control can be implemented on the user 

level by preventing users from accessing the network; a good example where this happens is 

in ATM and cellular networks. Another option is to allow all users to access the network but 

terminate new traffic flows if these flows would deteriorate the quality of existing ones. This 

model is seen to be more befi tting in packet switched networks which are not service-specific 

oriented since the behaviour of users can ' t be predi cted beforehand. Users may consume a large 

portion of the network capaci ty and use very quality strict applications or simply idle in the 

network. Access control can be used in conjunction with other mechanisms to gain flexibili ty 

to the administration system. 

3.4.4 Handover 

In a scenario where any point of a network gets congested, the current and fresh access point 

connections can easily be transferred to the other access interfaces. This is known as a 
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"handover". Handovers are either vertical or horizontal depending on where the handover takes 

place, thus either amongst single type network interfaces such as two WIFl-hotspots or an array 

of contrasting network technologies, for instance 40 to 30[ 165]. In this context the role of the 

QoE control manager is to decide the best network selection during a vertical handover. To 

achieve this goal, different vertical handover decision algorithms may be applied. 

3.4.5 Marking and Alerting 

Two actions which do not have a concrete impact on the network by themselves are packet 

marking and alerting. Alerting simply means that the system notifies the network operator 

under certain conditions, for example, if the network or a part of it becomes heavily 

encumbered. Marking is the act of modifying packets by adding a specific mark in a protocol 

header. The Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) on the network layer can be a desirable 

candidate to be flagged for marking. There are also some technology-specific fields , like 

802.11 p or 3GPP QoS classes meant for mobile traffic. Other network components outside the 

system can be given instructions on how to deal with different markings. Marking and alerting 

are not effective actions by themselves, however, the latter can still be deemed effective if they 

can bring about various procedures outside the system. 

3.5 Chapter Review 

This chapter presented the methodology that was used in this thesis. It also introduced the 

various concepts behind the design and modelling of the mechanism mentioned in RO4 in 

Chapter 1. This was done by describing a QoS/QoE administration system that mainly had 

three layers of operation. The description of these layers sets prepared the implementation of 

the mechanism prototype presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER4 

IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents the implementation of the independent network access point management 

mechanism prototype of our solution presented in Chapter 3, thi s was able to monitor, manage 

and evaluate traffic traversing from the Inte rnet to end users' devices. It can be placed at the 

edges of a 30 or 40 network before the radio channel, but because the system operates on the 

network layer and above, the underlying technology is not restricted in any way other than 

requiring it to have an IP layer. 

4.2 Prototype implementation 

The solution we presented in previous chapter demonstrated some features of the mechanism 

and also presented a strong instance of how the mechanism can be integrated into a concrete 

application. An outline of the mechanism design and its components are given in Figure 4-1, 

which fo llows the same layering principle in Figure 3- 1. The bottom level (network path) , 

contains the physical path from the rest of the ISP 's network to the transfer media. The Control 

Manager and associated types described in Section 3.2. 1 are located within the monitoring and 

control levels in Figure 4-1 . Clients connect to the Internet through thi s path using various 

devices. This path is marked with solid arrows (packet traffic). Other signalling between 

different software components are marked with dashed arrows (control data). The goal is to 

monitor and manage the downlink connections of the clients using several tools and methods 

in the access point. To improve scalability, the access point mechanism operates in an 

independent nature thus it is possible to deploy and de-activate the Access Point (AP) 

independently. There are two components in the network path: the Linux socket buffer and 

scheduler. The Linux socket buffer is a double-linked list which contains the packets rraversing 
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from the network towards clients' devices. This is the default network queuing component in 

Linux operating systems, both in desktop computers and embedded systems such as routers. 

We use a queuing discipline to implement our traffic control. Despite the fact that a queuing 

algorithm appears on almost all levels, the scheduler can be placed in the network path. A 

scheduler in this case is tasked with making the deci sions on the dequeuing order of packets. It 

is this scheduler that physically implements traffic control. The scheduler used in thi s 

implementation is a part of the hierarchical token bucket (HTB) queuing discipline[ 166]. This 

discipline allows us to form traffic classes with different real-time constraints. This is the tool 

that the intervention manager uses to realize the control decisions. The use of this tool in our 

work will further be described later. Data acquisition and monitoring levels are the next levels 

within the system. All probes and sources that gather raw data reside within the data acquisition 

level; the various segments that are tasked with refining the raw data produced to knowledge 

reside on the monitoring level. A traffic classification probe, a queuing discipline information 

collector and QoS assessment probe are the main data sources in our implementation. First, all 

the incoming traffic is mirrored to the classifier probe, which sorts packets into flows identified 

by source and destination IP addresses, ports and transport layer protocol. The probe also 

collects flow-based statistical information which is forwarded to the next level where the 

information meets a classification algorithm. The main task of this algorithm is to classify each 

flow based on the acquired statistical information. The passive QoS probe, on the other hand, 

is placed on the exit point of the AP after the scheduler. This probe collects a few QoS

parameters for quality assessment on the next level , namely packet loss rate and packet loss 

burst size. This information is used by the quality assessment component to produce a quality 

estimation for each relevant flow in real-time. The queuing discipline information collector is 

the last portion of the data acquisition layer. Its main task is to extract the queuing discipline 

classification information for the performance model algorithms. The performance model 
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algorithms produce a quality estimate, which helps in the decision process to determine the 

best course of action. 
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Starting from the general definition of the control manager (CMa ) in Section 3.2.1, the 

management decisions (Decisiona .) are governed by policies (Policya ), performance 

indicators (Per_lnda ) and performance models (Pe_ Mada ) as given by equation (19): 

CMa = Per_lnda * Pe_ Mada * Policya ➔ Decisiona . (19) 

The information provided by the classification algorithm is also required by the control 

manager, since it contains the information of each traffic flow. The following subsections 

present the four elements in detail. 

4.2.1 Policy 

The policy of the designed system consists of application policies and subscriber policies. 

Applications are divided into three categories based on their real-time constraints: interactive, 

streaming and bulk. Interactive traffic has high two-way real-time constraints in bandwidth, 

jitter, packet loss and delay. Video conferencing, online games and VoIP calls are examples of 

applications that generate interactive traffic. 

The second category in priority 1s streaming. This incorporates one-way streaming 

applications, which are intolerant to packet loss, low bandwidth and jitter. Applications such 

as IPTV and video-on- demand services fall in this category. It should be noted though, that 

applications in the same category may show different behaviour during quality degradations. 

For example, a packet loss in an RTP video stream causes visual quality degradations, but a 

packet loss in an HTTP-based streaming causes TCP retransmission to occur. This may result 

into a decrease in throughput, which may manifest itself as tall and long buffering times on 

the application layer or a quality adaptation in the case of dynamic HTTP streaming systems 

such as DASH. 
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The last category contains all elastic traffic and traffic which goes beyond the interest of the 

network operator. In this work, focus was mainly on RTP-based video streaming. On top of 

application differentiation, we also implemented a user/customer differentiation strategy. We 

put users in two different categories based on their choice of subscription in the agreement with 

their ISP. Thus we had the first category as that of the prime users and the other as ordinary 

users' category. The prime users are those that purchase a much more expensive subscription 

type, this subscription provides them better quality in service mainly because of the availability 

of a high-end connection type. Ordinary users on the other hand are customers who rely on the 

traditional "best effort" service quality. The goal was to make the prime subscription more 

appealing to "heavy users", who would consume a large portion ofISP's base station capacity. 

Although we wanted to place prime users above ordinary users in service quality, less 

constrained applications could not supersede or pre-empt more constrained ones. Therefore, 

we settled on the following traffic categories (in the order of priority from the top to bottom): 

a) Prime interactive media; 

b) Ordinary interactive media; 

c) Prime streaming media; 

d) Ordinary streaming media; 

e) Prime bulk traffic; I "'""u LISRJIRy) 
f) Ordinary bulk traffic/Default class; 

The first four classes were QoE-managed. The last and lowest category is the ordinary bulk 

traffic (default class) in which all the traffic were originally sent to (with the exception of prime 

bulk traffic, which is always directed to the second lowest class). From the prioritized list, it 

can be seen that prime traffic always gets a higher priority in the same application class. 

However, this cannot be said for the different classes of applications. In order to implement 

our policy scheme, we used a sample subscriber database and a traffic classifier as the tools of 
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our choice. For the traffic classifier tool , we went specific with a machine learning algorithm 

which is known as a two-phased traffic classification tool. This tool relies on statistical features 

of packet traffic in the identification process, and it can be trained to class ify individual 

applications or traffic which meets certain statistical criteria. The tool is well described in detail 

in [ 167] . However, the subscription information was managed by the AP software and we 

decided to leave out the subscriber database in the implementation. 

4.2.2 Performance Indicator 

In our experiments and simulations results we used MOS as a way to express the estimated 

quality quantitatively employing the average opi nions as sourced from user feedback. The scale 

of MOS is a number between l and 5 as already presented in Table 2-1. In order to be able to 

give a verbal scale presentation, we adopted the degradation category rating (DCR)[97] . In this 

rating, the MOS score of 5 represented those impairments within the multimedia that were 

deemed "imperceptible" on the other hand, the MOS score of l represented the impairments 

that were "bothersome" in nature. 

For the purposes of form ing a complete data path from the network to the CM, we needed 

components on the data acquisition level and the monitoring level. We used the Qosmet tool 

[29] to perform single-point QoS measurements within the access point with a passive probe. 

The probe collects information at the data acquisition level, which is then transferred to the 

Qosmet controlling entity at the monitoring level. Although the performance indicator of this 

system considers only QoE, we used QoS along with application-level information to estimate 

the quality of experience in real-time. For thi s purpose, we used a machine- learning algorithm 

called pseudo subjective quality assessment described in [ 168, 169]. The algorithm basically 

maps a set of QoS and RTP-video stream parameters into a single MOS score. These 

parameters were packet loss rate, packet loss burst size, video resolution and the amount of 
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movement in the video. The data collected from a subjective video assessment campaign was 

used to train the algorithm to map these parameters into a MOS score. We therefore trained 

and validated the algorithm with an estimate of about 97 training samples and 21 validation 

samples, and the validation showed that the method indeed mapped well with the subjective 

data, giving rise to a 0.92 correlation coefficient. 

4.2.3 Performance Model 

, 
It is the scheduler's responsibility to coordinate the traffic according to the QoE requirements. 

In our implementations, we concentrated on 6 different queues thus: four for each QoE

managed traffic class, one for prime bulk traffic and one for default traffic class. Since the 

traffic pattern was bursty in nature, we were interested not only in calculating the packet loss 

probability but also the mean loss burst size. This information was sufficient in our 

implementation in order to estimate the perceived quality of RTP-based video streams. The 

difference between a performance model and performance indicator therefore is that the 

indicator expresses the current flow-based QoE, while the performance model can be used to 

predict the impact of changing the priority class of a flow. Thus, with the help of the 

performance model, we were able to take more reliable decisions in terms of controlling traffic. 

The scheduling process had 6 separate M/M/1/Ki queueing systems, where Ki denotes the 

storage capacity of each queue. For simplicity, we assumed that the arrival rate of each type i 

follows a Poisson process, denoted as At and the service time of each type i is exponentially 

distributed with mean 1/ µt thus, the load p generated by type i is given by equation (20): 

Pt (20) 

' 
Also, the loss probability PL/or each traffic type i can be expr~ssed in equation (21) 
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(21) 

If we assume that a burst of losses for the traffic type i is ]i , then the mean loss burst size for 

the traffic type m i is given by equation (22). 

(22) 

While thi s is a simplification of the way the HTB scheduler works, it is a reasonable one for 

the short time scales involved in the deci sion making process. 

4.2.4 Decision 

As defined in Section 3.2., a decision is a list of actions . There are three types of control in this 

implementation, namely shaping, dynamic network provisioning and access contro l. Access 

control may only be performed when a new flow arrives. The other aspect is that different 

classes of traffic are always treated differently from the management point of view. It is at this 

point that provisioning and shaping are seen to operate. Top priority traffic classes do get a 

much bigger portion of the AP's capacity, and they are also dequeued with a higher priority. If 

there's no flow promotion into the higher class, the AP operates in a "best-effort" manner. 

The network resources are managed by hierarchical token bucket algorithm[ 166], which 

distributes the available bandwidth to the classes, whi le keeping utilization ratio high (that is, 

no bandwidth is ever left unused as long as there are packets waiting for transmiss ion) . Shaping 

encompasses intra and inter-class schedul ing. Classes of higher priorities are always de-queued 

first, as long as they have bandwidth available. In addition, it is possible to schedule the classes 
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internally with the help of the stochastic fairness queuing discipline. The queuing mechanism 

is described in [170, 171]. 
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Figure 4-2: The queuing policy. 
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The complete queuing system is depicted in Figure 4-2. Just as a new flow attempted to get 

into the AP, the control manager made a decision as to whether the new flow could be supported 

or not, and thus if it could be permitted to enter. This decision was based on the application 

policy and the performance model. The admission control deci sion tree is depicted in Figure4-

3. 
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Firstly, the flows which were singled out as bulk traffic were undoubtedly let into the access 

point. Since these flows are elastic, their resources could be re-allocated to other flows 

whenever needed, so there was no reason to reject them. If the bulk traffic belonged to a prime 

user, the flow was permanently placed in the second lowest class. On the other hand, if a flow 

belonging to a more constrained application class attempted to enter, the performance model 

was used to predict the QoE this flow would receive either in the default traffic class or the 

higher traffic class with respect to the application type of the flow. There were two possible 

queues for each constrained flow, either the corresponding higher class of the flow ( e.g. an 

interactive application flow generated by a prime user was promoted to the highest class etc.) 

or to the default queue. At a point where it was decided that the quality within the queues was 

found to be below the threshold for admission (of which we set this to 4.0 in our system) the 

flow was rejected. Otherwise we came to a conclusion that the quality of the flow can be 

maintained in a satisfactory level in the system in at least one queue, so the flow was permitted 

to access. 

As stated earlier on, prime bulk traffic was placed in the second lowest class, and ordinary bulk 

traffic and all permitted constrained traffic was placed in the default class. The flow s with bulk 

traffic got to remain permanently in the classes though the same cannot be said for application 

flows such as interactive or streaming flows. Figure 4-4 depicts the decision process for 

constrained flows, which was processed every second for each flow. 
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Figure 4-4 Per-flow QoE decision process. 
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Firstly we cross-checked the class that the constrained flow was presently in and if it was the 

default class, it stayed there until the estimated MOS of the flow dropped below "bad" 

threshold (was set at 3.0 in thi s demonstration). We then embarked on determining whether the 

flow should be moved to the higher class or keep it in the cun.-ent class. For this task we used 

the performance model again. The estimated MOS-score was then calculated for both queues, 

and the flow was moved to the higher queue if the predicted MOS score of thi s queue was 

greater than the "good" threshold (which was set at 4.0). However, if this is false, then the 

system would compare whether the predicted MOS was still above the "bad" threshold and 

also above the predicted MOS of the default class. If these conditions were met, then moving 

the flow to the higher class was still beneficial. If all these simulations fai led, then the best 

option was to take no action and keep the flow in the default class. The process of determining 

the best course of action for flows in higher classes was somew~at similar. However, to be able 

to circumvent over-prioritization that could have been brought about by a lot of flows being 

sent to the higher classes, we had to determine when the conditions in the default class were 

viable for flow de-promotion. First, the system checked if the predicted MOS of the default 

class was above the good threshold. If so, the flow could be moved to the default class right 

away. In the other case, moving the flow back to the default class was still a good option if the 

predicted MOS of the default class was above the MOS of the higher class. With this decision 

tree, we could limit the amount of flows in the higher classes so that the quality of these flows 

remained good. Otherwise flows could overload the higher queues during congestion periods. 

4.3 Test bed Evaluation setup 

Figure 4-5 shows the test bed architecture used to evaluate our mechani m after being 

implemented. 
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Three client computers were used in this set up. The access point mechanism was implemented 

on a laptop (shown in the centre of the Figure 4-5). An external computer was used as a D-ITG 

and VLC media player server, and was used to transmit both bulk traffic and video streams. 

AT on the subnet was implemented by the router and the switch. This was to allow more 

connections of multiple devices to the AP. This software can also be deployed on a router that 

is Linux based. 

For all the simulations, we used the same reference video, which can be obtained freely from 

[36]. The main video featured a 1280x546 resolution video stream of 24 frames per second that 

was MP4-encoded. To emulate TCP bulk traffic, we used the Distributed Internet Traffic 

Generator (D-ITG) [37], which was set to generate2048 packets per second, each having a 

payload of 256 bytes. For emulating packet losses, we used Netem, which is integrated into 

Linux iproute2 toolset [38] we also used the queuing disciplines required to implement and 

realize the required behaviour. We then ran several simulations in order to study the 

implemented mechanism. It was always going to be a challenge to complete such holistic 

simulation for this mechanism and the same can therefore be said for extracting the desired 

information from the same mechanism. It was for these reasons that we decided to choose 

several simpler scenarios to validate the different aspects of the mechanism' s functionality: we 

tested the differentiation between traffic classes to observe how inter-class prioritization 

impacts the perceived quality. Then we ran an intra-class simulation where ordinary and prime 

users have to share common resources. We then performed a more complex simulation where 

the AP had to resolve the distribution of resources to a mix of different applications and users 

with different classes. We also tested the admission control algorithm to make sure it didn ' t 

allow the AP to become over-burdened. Finally, an important thing was now to measure how 

fast the system could react to a quality degradation, this was because of the reason that the 

reaction time is a critical component in user satisfaction. Each simulation except the 
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performance simulation was run in pairs; one without the administration mechanism (i.e. a 

simple " best effort" FIFO-system) and the other with the administration mechanism. These 

paired runs were repeated 10 to 40 times depending on the simulation to acquire statisticall y 

significant values showing that the system operates as demonstrated in the figures. The standard 

deviation of MOS scores for each simulation was calculated to achieve consistency and 

reliability of the results. The deviations were calculated for each video stream as follows . In a 

single simulation run , samples were taken every second; each sample was rounded to the 

nearest second and MOS scores were windowed with 4 samples; For each second where there 

are at least 2 samples a standard deviation was calculated, and all samples were finally averaged 

to get a mean standard deviation. 

4.4 Chapter review 
NWU 

LIBRARVj 
Usi ng a portion of the QoS/QoE administration system described in chapter 3, this chapter 

presented in detail the prototype implementation and evaluation set up of the mechanism that 

addressed the main research objective (R04) in Chapter 1. The major purpose of the evaluation 

set up was to assess the performance of the deployed mechanism. The next chapter presents 

the analysis and discussion of the results generated from the evaluation set up. 
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, we present the results generated from our vanous simulations from the 

evaluation set up discussed in Chapter 4. It is with these results that the ways in which the 

designed mechanism impacts on QoE are discussed. The chapter firstly , presents two simple 

simulation cases where traffic and client differentiation are demonstrated. Then the 

performance simulation which measured the reaction time of the system follows. The chapter 

ends by presenting last two simulations that show how the admission control prevented traffic 

from over-burdening the AP, and how the system was able to balance the load of different 

traffic types in a more complex scenario. For al l our simulations, we use NetEm traffic shaper. 

NetEm is an enhancement of the Linux traffic control faci lities that allow to add delay, packet 

loss, duplication and more other characteristics to packets outgoing from a selected network 

interface. etEm is built using the existing Quality of Service (QOS) and Differentiated 

Services (diffserv) facilities in the Linux kernel. 

5.2 Simulation 1: AP performance during congestion without the mechanism 

The first simulation results showed how the Access Point (AP) performed with and without the 

administration system during congestion. As shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. the simulation was 

run using an RTP-video stream against background traffic. In igure 5-1, the RTP-stream was 

initiated at the beginning of the measurement, and background bulk traffic at 60s marked by 

the vertical dashed line. The administration system was then de-activated in run no. I and then 

activated in run no.2. 
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5.2.1 Discussion 

Without the administration system in run no. l, we started to observe a decline in the quality of 

the RTP stream once the background traffic was initiated. Although the background traffic 

operated on TCP, which features congestion control mechanisms, the process remained quite 

slow and thus packet loss and increased delay started to have effects on the RTP- stream. 

In run no.2, the decline in quality was picked up by the administration system, and the RTP

stream was at this point escalated to a higher class. Now these two traffic types were given 

different bandwidth and dequeuing priorities, which resulted in an improved QoE of the RTP

stream. After repeating this simulation 15 times, we observed that there was an increment in 

RTP-video MOS score of approximately 0.9 points on average (0.05 standard deviation), and 

the variance of MOS reduced from 1.92 to 0.21, indicating that the quality did not only improve 

but also remained more stable during the simulation. 
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From Figure 5-2, we observed and noted that, while the video stream quality increased 

tremendously, there was hardly any difference in bulk throughput between these two simulation 

runs. This was most likely due to the fac t that in both cases the bulk transfer suffered from 

packet losses due to rate adaptation , but in the latter case the reaction was fas ter because of 

prioritization . Therefore, it can be noted, especially between 170 and 180s that, the rate of the 

bulk transfer slowed down fas ter when the administration system was on, but the difference 

was marginal since the RTP video only required a slightly larger bandwidth to operate with 

good quality. 

5.3 Simulation 2: User-centric differentiation other than application-centric 

differentiation. 

Another simulation was also executed which demonstrated the differenti ation between user 

classes instead of applications. In this simulation, two RTP-streams were initiated 

simultaneously, one belonging to a prime user and the other to an ordinary user. 

The results of thi s simulation are illustrated in Figures 5-3 to 5-6. For thi s simulation, the access 

point bandwidth was set to 2048 kbps - enough to support onl y one RTP stream, and the 

simulation was repeated 15 times, resulting in a standard deviation less than 0.2 1 for both video 

streams when the admini stration system is on. 

5.3.1 Discussion 

The variable bit rate of the video stream caused two congestion events to occur, one at 25-45s 

and another at 60- 90s when the administration system was on. 

Without the administration system, both video signals exhibited poor quality in during these 

congestion periods. Upon activating the administration system in run no.2, we began to observe 

a drop in quality and the streams were escalated to higher classes. Despite the fac t that the two 

streams used the same application, it was during the second event of congestion that the prime 

user gained the preference. Further 15 repetitions of thi s simulation showed that the quality of 
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the prime flow increased on average from 2.41 to 3 .81 , similarly reducing the MOS variance 

from 2.83 to 1.68. 
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There were no statistically significant changes in the quality of the ordinary users' flow, which 

can also be noted from Figure 5-3 and 5-4. 
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In Figures 5-5 and 5-6, we made an observation of the variation in the throughput at various 

points in time. This can be explained by the simple fact that once the quality drops to 1, the 

throughput of the flow can be distributed to other flows, as the quality is already intolerable 

and cannot become worse if more bandwidth is distributed elsewhere. This also further explains 

the drop in the throughput of VQ (normal) and a sudden rise in the throughput ofVQ (Premium) 

as shown in Fig 5-6. 

5.4 Simulation 3: Performance evaluation of the administration system. 

The next simulation was for performance analysis; this simulation was executed to study how 

fast the administration system could react to a video stream quality drop. The simulation was 

performed using an RTP-video stream and assigning a static packet loss rate to the default bulk 

traffic class with Netem [APPENDIX A] . This simulation was repeated 40 times . 

5.4.1 Discussion 

In Figure 5-6 we observed that the system picked up the deteriorations in quality in 2.8s (with 

1.44s of standard deviation) on average and it had the ability to recover the quality to an 

acceptable level (i.e., above 4.0) in 4.0s on average (with 1.78s of standard deviation). But 

during these simulations we also realized that the reaction time was much larger in a congestion 

event than in this simulation as seen in Figure5-5. 

We further examined the issue and found out that when the default class consumes all the 

bandwidth of the AP, the flow which was escalated to a higher class did not instantly receive 

the bandwidth the class is supposed to gain. This resulted into heavy packet losses to the 

promoted flow for approximately 5s, which negatively affected the results somewhat acquired 

in congestion simulations. This issue was attributed either to Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) 

or Linux iproute2 implementation. We were, however, still able to demonstrate the benefits of 

the mechanism. Although the AP administration mechanism improved the perceived quality of 

selected applications, the system was bound to fail nevertheless if there was simply not enough 

capacity to support all the flows . If we got to know earlier on that the new arriving flow did not 
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receive satisfactory quality as a result of congestion, we would immediately reject the entry of 

that flow. 
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We demonstrated how the admission control works in Figure 5-7 and 5-8. We repeated this 

simulation 10 times to ensure consistency of the results. In 8 runs, the admission control 

permitted 2 flows to enter the AP, and in 2 runs 3 flows were permitted. When the 

administration system was off, the average MOS score of all video streams was 2.29 with a 

standard deviation of 0.38, while the values were 4.17 MOS score and 0.14 standard deviation 

when the administration system, and therefore admission control was on. 

Figure 5-7 depicts the situation where multiple RTP flows attempted to enter the access point 

in 10s intervals. With absence of admission control, the flows started to experience poor quality 

immediately, especially during peak bit rates. Figure 5-8 shows a similar situation with the 

presence of admission control. Only two flows were permitted to enter the AP, as the admission 

control algorithm calculated that there was enough capacity to maintain a satisfactory quality. 

onetheless, the bit rates of the videos increased significantly at 190s and the administration 

system had to step in and differentiate the flows. In order to use.performance models in quality 

prediction, we needed to know how much capacity the new arriving flow would consume. This 

was difficult to predict beforehand, but there were several ways to make a good guess. One 

possibility was to perform Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) on packets sent during the handshake 

procedure to see what kind of data the flow would contain. For an instance, where the data 

wasn't available we could make various assumptions using the other information available such 

as the URL field or the history of the client. We predicted the flow throughput based on the 

average throughput of flows already in the AP, assuming that a new RTP flow will consume 

approximately the same amount of throughput as all the other flows on average. 

5.5 Simulation 4: Effects of traffic and client differentiation. 
1 NWU- · 1 
LIBRARY_ 

Finally, we introduced a simulation where both traffic and client differentiation were present. 

In this simulation, we had two prime and two ordinary users, each downloading an RTP video. 
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Additionally, there was a TCP bulk transfer running in the background. This simulation was 

also run 10 times, resulting in an average standard deviation less than 0.27 in MOS scale. 
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5.5.1 Discussion 

The benefit of having the administration system is shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10. Figure 5-9 

shows the basic scenario without any traffic management. Several flows entered the AP and 

used approximately an even amount of resources. The TCP bulk transfer adapted to the 

bandwidth requirements of these flows , which could be seen as a correlation between bulk 

throughput and video quality (i.e., videos entered a small bit rate phase, which improved the 

perceived quality and allowed more capacity to the bulk transfer). It should sti ll be noted that 

the quality of the video streams during high bit rates was unacceptable. The administration 

system was enabled in Figure 5- 10, and an improvement could be seen for streams belonging 

to prime users. At approximately 30s, the administration system performed a promotion of 

prime flows to a higher class (but as stated earlier in Chapter 4, the flow promotion during 

congestion periods still caused more packet losses, hence the slightly worse quality compared 

to ordinary users). At approximately 70s, the system ran a check using performance models 

and noticed that it could not fully support the prime flows if both of them resided in the higher 

class. Therefore, one of these flows was demoted back to the. default class. After, one of the 

flows received the best possible quality during congestion, while the other prime user received 

satisfactory video quality. 

For the ordinary users, there was hardly any difference between having and not having the 

administration system. From these results we concluded that, performing prioritization was not 

the only benefit but also the intelligent optimization of the different class loads whenever it 

became feasible. 
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5.6 Chapter Review 

In this chapter, simulation information in evaluation setup in Chapter 5 was given and results 

of these simulations presented in detail with the help of graphs. These results were analysed 

and discussed in the sections of the chapter that followed. The performance of the implemented 

mechanism and functionalities of traffic differentiation , client differentiation, and admission 

control and quality optimization were all presented in thi s chapter. The next chapter presents 

the conclusions based on the results and observations in thi s chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Chapter Overview 

In this section, we sum up the presentations in all the earlier chapters. We also repeat our 

research contributions section 1.7 of chapter I. This chapter also includes a section that is 

dedicated to highlighting the possibilities of taking this work to the next level in the future. The 

chapter then closes with a final remark as far as the impact of this research is concerned. 

6.2 Research Summary 

By the year 2017, video traffic is estimated to have risen to slightly above 90% more than any 

other global network traffic[l 72]. As already highlighted in section 1.2 of chapter 1, different 

users continue to appreciate and use video streaming applications. Various researchers have 

presented works that concluded that a small drop in the quality of video can eas il y bring about 

a recognizable abandonment of a service by users. Much as the mobile devices continue to take 

the lead in the generation of video traffic, less research has been done to design and implement 

video streaming infrastructures that have the ability to address the main challenges faced by 

the streaming applications and their users within the Next Generation Mobile Networks. The 

ultimate goal of our research was to formulate, design and implement an independent user

centered QoE and QoS monitoring and evaluation mechanism for video streaming in Next 

Generation Mobile Networks. Concentration was mostly given to the management aspect of 

the mechanism. In our simulations, we showed how data could be collected from a network 

and then be refined into knowledge of quality perceived by users and how to take corrective 

measures when it became neces ary to do so. We also ~howcased this mechanism by 

introducing and demonstrating network access point management software, built around the 
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proposed architecture of the mechanism. We then executed several simulations where RTP 

video streams were subjected to quality-driven network controls. 

According to the results we generated, the mechani sm performed as expected and each of the 

simulations resulted in improved quality for the relevant users. It should be noted that, customer 

differentiation presented the most expected results, which was an important aspect to ISPs. The 

simulations also showed that the perceived quality of the users could be improved without 

sacrificing the quality of streams belonging to ordinary users. 

Currentl y, the demonstrated AP admini stration mechanism supports quality-dri ven control for 

RTP streams onl y. This is due to the avai lability of a suitable model fo r RTP video quali ty and 

could tri vially be extended by adding other models (e.g., fo r HTTP-based video streaming). 

Although more applications need to be supported, the need is to support only applications 

which are most relevant to the ISP and customers. These include, real-time applications such 

as VoIP, Video and Online games. It is in these applications where quality control is most 

relevant. HTTP video streaming would be a good app as it has recentl y become very popular 

among OTT content providers. 

Another limitation in this work was the throughput estimation of new flows. This is as 

explained in the admission control simulation. Regardless of how the estimation is done, with 

this kind of administration system it is more important not to under-utilize the access point. 

The management software can deal with large amounts of traffic, but it is more beneficial for 

the user to know at the very beginning if the stream will be supported or not. This also enables 

the system to offer more bandwidth to non-constrai ned traffic most espec ially in cases where 

the AP is free of high priority traffic that may constantly feature "unacceptable" quality. This 

is why admiss ion control is essenti al although not seemingly necessary from the po int of 

quality management point of view. When congestion occurs, di stributing the resources QoE-
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wise becomes an optimization problem. Users might have differing priorities but the same can 

also be said for applications. When the perceived quality of one application drops below an 

acceptable level, the application in question may be deemed worthless, thus rendering all the 

resources allocated to that application useless since they are wasted. Traditional approaches of 

conflating application quality with the bandwidth allocated to it no longer apply; different 

multimedia applications require not only capacity but also other guarantees in terms of delay, 

jitter and packet losses . When these factors are combined with human perception, optimization 

becomes even more difficult. A momentary good QoE does not mean much to users if their 

application is operational only occasionally, as seen in the simulations performed. The quality 

also needs to remain stable. We introduced a mechanism which is not only able to make a good 

decision for a given time instant, but also to predict the outcome of different decisions and pick 

the most optimal one. The system is not onl y able to improve the quality of selected streams, 

but also to be conservative with the available resources and identify when they are next needed. 

6.3 Research contributions 

This work managed to address all the research objectives as outlined in Chapter I as indicated 

in the various chapter reviews at the end of each chapter. Chapter 2 was able to extensively 

address RQl , RQ2, and RQ3 and also achieve ROl , R02, and R03 respectively. Chapter 3 

then presented the answers to RQ4 hence achieving R04 . It is in Chapter 5 where the 

realization of R04 was seen. It is making this achievement that made it possible for us to make 

the following research contributions at large: 

a) Monitoring network QoS and QoE. The mechanism had the ability to gather the 

necessary network data and use this data to monitor the network or a user application 

and be able to take measures where it was deemed necessary. 
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b) Network traffic management. The mechanism addressed the main challenges in 

network traffic management, prioritization, and differentiation and resource 

optimization based mainly on QoE eva luation. 

c) Network convergence. The mechanism also supported the convergence in networks 

with a variety of infrastructure models of access. transport, and control service 

solutions to cater for serv ices in a multimedia environment. Over all, the mechanism 

made it possible for network operators to pay more attention to their users as far as 

QoE is concerned. 

d) User expectations and network provider's revenue. 

The implemented mechanism had the ability to allow the network operators to 

effectively address the user expectations in terms of QoE. Meanwhile it also 

introduced subscriber differentiation as a means of increasing revenue and simplifying 

resource allocation. 

e) Network performance. 

Based on the results generated from the various simulations, the desired network 

performance was ach ieved and the system performed as envisaged. Below are the 

various observations that were made before coming to the above conclusion: 

• There was a reduction in the compression of data for the effective delivery of 

I Nwu •\. 
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lossless data packets; 

• There was a reduction in the loss of data packets over the network; 

• The mechanism recorded less latencies in data transfer which improved user 

pnvacy; 

• The mechanism had the ability to admi nister security and interoperability of 

data, this was achieved through performing access control on the new traffic 

flows; 
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■ The same mechanism had the ability to use application types and subscriber 

classification to select the appropriate priority of the flows ; 

■ The mechanism was able to reduce resolution shortfalls which in turn led to an 

increase in the user data rate in the process of achieving the desired network 

conditions and ultimately estimated the current QoE of the user. 

6.4 Future Work 

Our work mainly concentrated on evaluating user-centric video streaming QoS and QoE in 

GMNs. Apart from finding ways of incorporating or factoring in the research limitations 

identified in Chapter 1 under Section 1.6, more studies can be carried out to include more traffic 

types and also try to explore the possible impact of QoS/QoE implementations as far as the 

latest architectures of NGMNs are concerned. Along that line of thought, we are certain that it 

is of importance to look at complicating these network scenarios further (much nearer to real

life deployments) and test the degree of impact keeping the same parameters as implemented 

in this work. 

In terms of the ever evolving importance of QoE and QoS in NGMNs, it is possible to 

investigate the merits of QoS/QoE if the various stakeholders, for example, network operators, 

ISPs, content providers and regulators are also factored into the evaluations especially from the 

marketing point of view. This is mainly because QoS/QoE is considered a competitive factor 

as far as telecommunications ervices are concerned. 

Investigating the links between mobile device energy consumption and QoE/QoS could yet be 

another opportunity to pursue in terms of research and development. Saving energy in any set 

up of life is always seen as an achievement, therefore, the effects of online time interruptions, 

the link between the latter and QoE/QoS seek to indicate that it is realistic enough to save 
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energy in NGMNs infrastructures. It is modelling such relationships that would make the next 

steps of this work very interesting. 

Lastly, we have a vision of modelling resource based QoE/QoS that factors in HCI aspects to 

improve user perception and experience of consumption of a service in NGMNs. 

6.5 Closing Remark 

QoE involves bringing together user experience, expectations, emotions and perceptions onto 

an application and the performance of a network (expressed by QoS parameters). Quantifiable 

links between QoS and QoE are of paramount importance for the implementation of QoE 

control management systems with quantifiable QoS parameters. Therefore, the mechanism 

presented here in our work can be used by a service provider to manage and monitor the QoE 

of a user and be in a position to effectively respond to complaints of video degradation during 

a streaming session. 
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APPENDIX A - EMULATING WIRELESS/MOBILE NETWORK 

DELAYS 

This is the simplest example, it just adds a fixed amount of delay to all packets going out of the 
local Ethernet. 

# tc qdisc add dev eth0 root netem delay I 00ms 

Now a simple ping simulation to host on the local network should show an increase of 100 
milliseconds. The delay is limited by the clock resolution of the kernel (HZ). On most 2.4 systems, 
the system clock runs at lO0hz which allows delays in increments of !Oms. On 2.6, the value is a 
configuration parameter from 1000 to I 00 hz. 

Later examples just change parameters without reloading the qdisc 

Real wide area networks show variabi lity so it is poss ible to add random variation. 

# tc qdisc change dev eth0 root netem delay I 00ms I Oms 

This causes the added delay to be IO0ms ± !Oms. Network delay variation isn't purely random, 
so to emulate that there is a correlation va lue as well. 

# tc qdisc change dev eth0 root netem delay l00ms !Oms 25% 

This causes the added delay to be I 00ms ± I Oms wi th the next random element depending 25% 
on the last one. This isn't true stati st ical correlation, but an approx imat ion. 

Delay distribution 

Typically, the delay in a network is not uniform. It is more common to use a something like a 
ordinary distribution to describe the variation in delay. The netem discipline can take a table to 
specify a non-uniform distribution. 

# tc qdisc change dev eth0 root netem delay I 00ms 20ms distribution ordinary 

The actual tables (ordinary, pareto, paretoordinary) are generated as part of the iproute2 
compilation and placed in /usr/lib/tc; so it is possible with some effort to make your own 
distribution based on experimental data. 

Packet loss 

Random packet loss is specified in the 'tc ' command in percent. The smallest possible non-zero 
value is: 

232 = 0.0000000232% 

# tc qdisc change dev ethO root netem loss 0.1 % 

This causes 1/10th of a percent (i.e 1 out of 1000) packets to be randomly dropped. 

An optional correlation may also be added. This causes the random number generator to be less 
random and can be used to emulate packet burst losses . 

# tc qdisc change dev eth0 root netem loss 0.3% 25% 

This wil l cause 0.3% of packets to be lost, and each successive probabili ty depends by a quarter 
on the last one. 
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Probn = .25 * Probn-1 + .75 * Random 

Caveats 

When loss is used locally (not on a bridge or router), the loss is reported to the upper level protocols. 
This may cause TCP to resend and behave as if there was no Joss. When testing protocol reponse to 
loss it is best to use a netem on a bridge or router 

Packet duplication 

Packet duplication is specified the same way as packet loss. 

# tc qdisc change dev ethO root netem duplicate I% 

Packet corruption 

Random noise can be emulated (in 2.6. 16 or later) with the corrupt option. This introduces a single 
bit error at a random offset in the packet. 

# tc qdi sc change dev ethO root netem corrupt 0. 1 % 

Packet re-ordering 

There are two different ways to specify reorderi ng. The first method gap uses a fixed sequence and 
reorders every Nth packet. A simple usage of this is: 

# tc qdisc change dev ethO root netem gap 5 delay I Oms 

This causes every 5th (I 0th, I 5th, ... ) packet to go to be sent immediately and every other packet 
to be delayed by !Oms. This is predictable and useful for base protocol testing like reassembly. 

The second form reorder of re-ordering is more like real life. It causes a certain percentage of the 
packets to get mi s-ordered. 

# tc qdisc change dev ethO root netem delay l Oms reorder 25% 50% 

In this example, 25% of packets (wi th a correlation of 50%) will get sent immediate ly, others will 
be delayed by I Oms. 

Newer versions of netem will also re-order packets if the random delay values are out of order. 
The fo llowing will cause some reordering: 

# tc qdisc change dev ethO root netem delay I OOms 75ms 

If the first packet gets a random delay of I OOms ( I OOms base - Oms jitter) and the second packet 
is sent I ms later and gets a delay of 50ms ( I OOms base - 50ms jitter); the second packet will be 
sent first. This is because the queue disc ipline tfifo inside netem, keeps packets in order by time 
to send. 

Caveats 

• Mixing fo rms of reordering may lead to unexpected results 

• Any method of reordering to work, some delay is necessary. 

• If the delay is less than the inter-packet arrival time then no reordering wi ll be seen. 

Rate control 
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There is no rate control built-in to the netem discipline, instead use one of the other disc iplines that 
does do rate control. In this example, we use Token Bucket Filter (TBF) to limit output. 

# tc qdisc add dev eth0 root handle I :0 netem delay I 00ms 

# tc qdisc add dev eth0 parent 1: l handle 10: tbf rate 256kbit buffer 1600 limit 3000 

# tc -s qdisc Is dev eth0 

qdisc netem 1: limit I 000 delay I 00.0ms 

Sent 0 bytes 0 pkts (dropped 0, overlimits 0 ) 

qdisc tbf I 0: rate 256Kbit burst 1599b lat 26.6ms 

Sent 0 bytes 0 pkts (dropped 0, overlimits 0 ) 

Check on the options for buffer and limit as you might find you need bigger defaults than these 
(they are in bytes) 
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APPENDIX B - ABSTRACTS OF PUBLICATIONS 

PUB LI CA TIO NS 

Topic: Performance Evaluation of OSPF and EIGRP Routing Protocols for Video Streaming over 
Next Generation Networks. 

By: Francis L Lugayizi , Naison Gasela, and Esiefarienrhe Bukohwo Michael 

Published in: 

Advances in Computer Science: International Journal 

Volume 4, Issue 5, September 20 I 5 

Abstract: The challenge in performance of Next Generation Networks (NGNs) is a growing concern. 
Bandwidth limitation for multimedia applications in NGNs such as voice and video telephony along 
with the increasing number of applications on the Internet, service classification and efficient resource 
management have all become quite challenging tasks. In order to improve the service quality in video 
streaming especially, there has to be efficient resource and traffic management, and using routing 
protocols is one way in which this can be done. We designed three network models that are configured 
with OSPF, EIGRP and one with both OPSF and EIGRP routing protocols, and then used the QoS 
parameters of throughput, packet loss, convergence time, mean latency and end-to-end delay as our 
metrics to evaluate the performance of OSPF and EI GRP. Our main source of network traffic was a 
(vpical video conferencing application. The results obtained during our experiments indicate that 
combining both EIGRP and OSPF is more reliable in providing Quality of Service than OSPF routing 
protocol when the main traffic used in the network is video, but when dealing with a standalone real 
time application network, EIGRP is better than OSPF. 

Topic: Evaluation of Video Transmi ssion Quali ty of Service over Next Generation Networks. 
By: Obeten. 0. Ekabua and Francis L Lugayizi 

Published in: 

Proceedings of the World Congress in Compuler Science, Compuler Engineering, and Applied 

Computing (WORLDCOMP'/2 ) July 16-19, 2012, Las Vegas Nevada, USA. 

Abstract: The challenge in service quality for the performance of Next Generation Networks (NGNs) 
is a growing concern. The bandwidth limitation for multimedia applications in NGNs such as voice 
and video telephony along with the increasing number of applications on the Internet, service 
classification and efficient resource management ha ve all become quite challenging tasks. In order 
to handle the different types of applications in the network to improve the service quality in video and 
voice transmission, there has to be efficient resource and traffic management, and using routing 
protocols is one way in which this can be done. We designed three network models that are configured 
with OSPF, EIGRP and one with both OPSF and EIGRP routing protocols, and then used the QoS 
parameters of their throughput, packet loss, convergence time, packet delay variation and end-to- end 
delay as our performance evaluation metrics. Our main source of network traffic was a typical video 
conferencing application. The results obtained during the simulation indicates /hat combining bolh 
EIGRP and OSPF is more reliable in providing Quality of Service than OSPF routing protocol when 
the main traffic used in the network is video, but when dealing with a standalone real time 
application network, EIGRP is better than OSPF. 
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Topic: A Comparative Evaluation of QoS Routing in V ANETs. 
By: Francis L Lugayizi, Naison Gasela and Esiefarienrhe Bukohwo Michael 

Publication Under review in: 

IETE Journal of Research ISSN - 0377-2063 (Print), 0974-780X (Online) 

Abstract: The fie ld of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) has gained great interest among network 
researchers in the past few years. Research in to VANETs has been aided to a great extent by the vast 
amount of research done in MANETs, and because VANETs are simply a particular type of MANET; 
most of the core principles found in MANETs are applied in VANETs, this has made the transition of 
research a great deal easier. One of the major areas of great interest in VANET research is routing, 
and particularly, quality of service routing. The challenge is finding ways to counter the high speed 
nature of VANETs and the constantly changing topologies, and then determining which routing 
protocols are best suited for a particular transmission type; and which ones provide more consistent 
and stable routing performances. Great efforts have and are still being made to impro ve the routing 
capabilities of the protocols in existence, continued upgrades and re-evaluations to QoS mechanisms in 
routing protocols are an integral practice in the field of VANETs. Our research work presents a 
comparative QoS evaluation of two routing protocols, AODV and DSR. We carried out our research by 
means of simulations, performed using the NS2 simulation tool, we generated realistic traffic 
environment models using the VanetmobiSim tool. We compared the two protocol's QoS routing 
performances based on the throughput and end-to-end delay metrics and a set of defined parameters. 
In various scenarios, either protocol out performs the other; however, an aggregated evaluation does 
give DSR the upper hand. We concluded that overall, DSR was the preferable protocol as it showed 
more stable and consistent results than AODV. 

Topic: QoS Performance analysis of Bit Rate Video Streaming in ext Generation 
Networks Using TCP and UDP. 

By: Francis L Lugayizi, Esiefarienrhe Bukohwo Michae l and Naison Gasela 

Publication Under review in: 

Advances in Computer Science: International Journal 

Abstract: The tremendous growth of users streaming videos on the internet has increased leading to 
the need of improved video quality and reception. Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation of real time 
services such as video streaming over next generation networks. Using routing and communication 
protocols is one way this improvement can be implemented. This paper presents the behavior of bit rate 
video streaming and monitoring the performance of video streaming QoS in relationship with the main 
communication protocols namely; Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP). Our tool of choice in developing a test bed was the OPNET modeler. A network topology was 
created and duplicated 3 times in order to co,ifigure each with the different protocols and the other 
with both protocols. The results generated from a video conferencing application's end-to-end delay, 
packet delay variation and traffic dropped indicated that when a given network is to combine both 
protocols in video streaming, there is a recognized degree ofperformance in the QoS of video streaming 
applications. 
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Topic: Performance Analysis of Quality of Service in Video Streaming Applications over 
Vehicular Adhoc Networks 

By: Francis L Lugayizi, Thulani Phakathi, Esiefarienrhe Bukohwo Michael and Naison Gasela 

Publication Under review in: 

IETE Journal of Research ISSN - 0377-2063 (Print), 0974-780X (Online) 

Abstract: As technology in Vehicle manufacture advances, there is a problem that seems to have never 
been eliminated in the past years. The problem identified is that of road accidents and traffic jams. 
Road accidents and traffic jams have escalated to the point that researchers, service providers and 
other stakeholders have joined hands in effort to find a viable solution. They sought out ways in which 
they started using a new technology called Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs). VANETs are part of 
Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs) with the slight exception that VANETs uses vehicular nodes and 
moving at higher speeds. This research is based on the theory that even though it is difficult to ensure 
Quality of Service in VANETs because of the variating topology infrastructure but it is possible to 
achieve the best of it by the implementation of a routing protocol in vehicular nodes. OPNET 14.5 
Modeler was the simulation tool used to design and implement scenarios to generate results. The 
generated results were analysed and used to compare the influence of having few or more nodes on 
video transmission based on throughput, delay and routing traffic received . We can conclude that 
proactive routing protocol, OLSR, has better service is rendered when there are few nodes in the 
network and AODV shows better service when there are too many nodes in a network and thus 
guaranteeing the user a better video quality when streaming online in High Quality Video 
Conferencing application . 
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